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MULTIPLEX DETECTION

The present invention relates to multiplex detection of nucleic-acids, (including such from

microbiological entities), and in particular to a specific and multiplex detection method

comprising mismatch-tolerant capture and amplification steps. The present invention also

relates to probes and kits for use in such a method.

Background

In a global perspective, infectious disease is a major cause of morbidity and mortality.

Pneumonia, HIV/AIDS, diarrhea, malaria and tuberculosis are dominant causes of death and

disease. They are caused by microbes (bacteria, viruses, fungi and protozoa). An exact

diagnosis is necessary for successful antimicrobial treatment. Also from a national

perspective, infectious diseases constitute an often preventable source of suffering and death

in Sweden. However, the increasing spread of resistance to antimicrobials threatens to reverse

many decades of biomedical progress. Better diagnostic techniques may reduce the

development of resistance by allowing a more precise use of antimicrobials. Techniques for

detection and quantification of microbes and their antimicrobial resistance genes are

improving but are still limited to a single or a few pathogens. Techniques which can

simultaneously detect many pathogens, and still be sensitive, rational and inexpensive are

needed. Ideally, such a technique should allow detection of antibiotic resistance concomitant

with the detection of the microbe.

However, such a technique meets several problems:

One is variable pathogen nucleic acid. RNA viruses like HIV, other retroviruses, caliciviruses

and influenza are highly variable and can easily escape detection. Another is the high

diversity within families of pathogens like retroviruses, coronaviruses, enteroviruses and

flaviviruses, as well as the plethora of antibiotic resistance genes. To detect many strains of

such diverse families and resistance gene groups call for broadly targeted techniques.

Another problem is the large sample volumes (10-100 mL) encountered during diagnosis of

septicaemia (pneumococci, staphylococci etc), or surveillance of food-borne pathogens (E

Coli 0157, Calicivirus, Sapovirus, Salmonella, Campylobacter, Listeria, Botulinus etc).



Conversely, small sample volumes (50-200 e.g. cerebrospinal fluid or secretions) must

also be handled. Meningoencephalitis must be urgently diagnosed, which calls for

simultaneous detection of herpesviruses, meningococci, pneumococci etc from a limited

amount of cerebrospinal fluid sample. Likewise, respiratory pathogens like legionella,

pneumoccci, influenza and coronavirus may have to be diagnosed with small volumes of

secretion.

Since the end of the 1980s, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has revolutionized

biomedicine (26, 30). Its diagnostic application made it possible to detect down to single

molecules of nucleic acid from viruses, bacteria, protozoa and fungi. Real-time PCR is a

variant of PCR which can not only detect nucleic acid, it can also quantify it, with a very large

dynamic range. However, PCR is limited with regard to the number of different nucleic acids

that can be detected simultaneously, i.e. the multiplexity. This is because above a total

summative threshold concentration of 50-500 nM, oligonucleotides start to bind and react

with each other, causing mispriming and so-called primer-dimers. In fact, any multiplex

nucleic acid detection technique should not go above this limit. Techniques where the

concentration of each oligonucleotide can be kept below 1 nM seem to be possible to

multiplex up to very high levels (17). Higher concentrations may often be tolerated, but call

for special optimization and control. Detection systems based on padlock probes or related

technologies (1, 3, 16, 39) can be highly multiplex. Padlock probes (also called molecular

inversion probes)(l, 4, 38) and Connectors (2) depend on the connection of two target-

specific oligonucleotides at the ends of a linear sequence, which can be circularized after

binding to a target and being ligated. The advantage of the padlock probe is that the two probe

shanks are connected and cannot diffuse away from each other. Thus, when one shank

encounters a target sequence, the other shank will also directly find the target sequence.

However, the short shanks of the padlock probes (15-25 nucleotides) make them vulnerable to

pathogen variation, with the possibility to create false negative results due to the inability of

short probe sequences to tolerate mismatches. Moreover, padlock probes are in solution.

Given a high enough padlock probe concentration (e.g. >10 nM) also they may have spurious

interactions with each other. PCR primer target sequences with limited variation, separated by

a more variable stretch, can be used to detect many microbes with a single or a few primer

pairs. The intervening variable stretch is then used for typing, with the help of a type-specific



hybridization probe. Such probes may be bound to a solid phase, or to microparticles (8-10,

15, 20, 21, 25). The use of microparticles with hybridization probes for identification of the

target nucleic acid offers rapid kinetics, which make them suitable for many clinical

applications (13, 19). Multiplex detection is rapidly becoming the preferred way of

diagnosing infections. Especially advanced presently are the detection of respiratory

pathogens (6, 7, 32, 33, 35), papilloma virus detection and typing (2, 18, 34), and detection

and typing of fungal infections (5, 9, 11, 12, 27, 28, 31).

As illustrative examples of multiplexing techniques, the PCR-based Tempiex (14), Megaplex

(24) and MME PCR (Multiplex Microarray Enhanced PCR) (29) systems may be mentioned.

Megaplex relies on a strict localisation of both forward and reverse primers, which makes its

amplification inefficient and slow. It depends on a microarray format for identification of

amplified target nucleic acid(s).

Megaplex PCR (24) depends on binding of both forward and reverse primers to a solid phase

(surface). Upon binding of target to the forward primer and extension, the copied strand is

covalently bound to the surface. In the next PCR run, the copied strand can only bind to the

reverse primer, which then extends to the start of the forward primer. After a number of

cycles, many of the target molecules have given rise to double-stranded arcs between certain

forward and certain reverse primers. The surface-bound primers are locally restricted, and

therefore cannot interact with other primers. The amount of illegitimate primer interaction is

very low. However, the kinetics of such a solid phase PCR is slow.

Although the initial hybridization-driven events are very specific, both padlock probe and

Megaplex PCR detection schemes need a major amplification of the initial products to make

them visible by various readout techniques. Typically, amplification factors of 107 to 109 are

needed. Such a strong amplification is not trivial. False positive and false negative results may

occur.

MME PCR uses gel-immobilized specific primers plus generic primers in solution, to

counteract the inefficiency of the reactions of the immobilized primers. The method involves

laborious manual steps, and the readout has to be microarray-based, with rather restricted

options of detection technologies.



In Templex PCR, all reactions occur in solution, and include both specific and generic

primers. Probes bound to colour-coded beads are used to identify amplimers.

Summary of the invention:

The present invention relates to multiplex detection of nucleic acids, including such from

microbiological entities, and in particular to a specific and multiplex detection method

comprising mismatch-tolerant capture and amplification steps. The present invention also

relates to primer/probes and kits for use in such a method, as well as a computer program for

determining how the primer/probes should be constructed for an optimised result.

The following properties are desired in a universal nucleic acid-based pathogen detection

system:

be able to handle sample volumes of from 10 microliters to 100 milliliters (a 10 000

fold range),

- handle RNA as well as DNA

simultaneously detect all likely pathogens for a certain type of sample

- be sensitive down to a few pathogen nucleic acid molecules per reaction,

be specific and true to the intended range of detected pathogens,

be rational and rapid enough to enable a report within a few hours,

- tolerate the sometimes high target nucleic acid variation, especially of viral pathogens,

allow quantification of the concentration of target nucleic acid, and thereby the

concentration of the pathogen which carries the nucleic acid,

be able to use easily available equipment.

The present invention relates to multiplex detection of nucleic acids, including such from

microbiological entities, and in particular to a sensitive, specific and multiplex detection

method which comprises mismatch-tolerant capture and amplification steps that fulfil the

requirements mentioned above.

The present invention joins several features in a novel way, . mismatch-tolerant

primer/probes, . a combination of capture probe and primer, Hi. an initially locally restricted

target-specific (multiplex) amplification followed by a generic amplification in solution,



giving a moderate (VOCMA1, Variation-tOlerant Capture Multiplex Assay) to large

(VOCMA2 and VOCMA3/HC VOCMA) potential for multiplexing and iv. a simple and

specific readout. VOCMA2 and VOCMA3 are alternative embodiments of VOCMA1.

Many known techniques produce false negative results due to pathogen (i.e. target sequence)

variation or inhibitors of amplification. The nucleic acid capture, amplification and detection

using mismatch-tolerant primer/probes according to the present invention can alleviate some

of these problems.

The common denominator of targeted pathogens is the presence of pathogen-specific nucleic

acid. The present invention builds on this. Thus, one technique is used for all pathogens.

The mismatch-tolerant probes according to the present invention are the result of a study of

probes capable of detecting variable target sequences, while maintaining its specificity. In this

study, it was noticed that a perfectly matching stretch of minimum length is required for

hybridization, i.e. that it was more important how the mismatching nucleotides (nts) were

located to each rather than the number of mismatches. The hybridisation is thus dependent on

the length and number of stretches of matching nucleotides at the actual site of initial

hybridization, "nucleation", i.e. where two DNA strands meet and are then progressively

fitted together, forming a two-way "zipper" effect.

In this study it was surprisingly discovered that a probe containing dlnosines designed

according to a hybridization prediction algorithm ("NucZip") based on the number and length

of matching stretches, presented in this invention, could rescue hybridization to variable

targets like a RNA virus. The dlnosine-probe has a lower affinity than a dlnosine-free probe,

but when a regular probe fails to hybridise to a mutation-containing stretch, the probe

containing dlnosine in positions overlapping said mutation(s) will still hybridise dlnosine is a

representative of the "universal" base analogues (UBAs). What is said here about dlnosine

can be extended to several UBAs. Further examples of UBAs are 3-nitropyrrole and 5-

nitroindole bound to deoxyribose. The base Guanosine (G) may also act as a UBA. The

hybridization prediction algorithm balances the contribution of UBAs versus the known

variation of the target sequence to obtain hybridization even for highly variable targets. It is

very important to balance the content of degenerated positions to the content of UBAs. It is



advantageous to utilize the high likelihood of long perfectly matching segments offered by

long oligonucleotides with several degenerate positions (see example 7).

It is very common that every third nucleotide varies in a variable genome (like in a virus),

since that variation does not affect the virus when the code of the genome is read in order to

produce the proteins which make up the virus (synonymous mutations that lead to a shift in

nucleotide sequence but not in amino acid sequence). According to the present invention, the

dlnosines are thus suitably inserted at every third position. Such probes have been shown to

hybridise well (when a complete overlap between dinosine and the mismatch exists) and

rescue hybridisation where normal probes fail due to a multitude of mismatching nucleotides.

How many mismatches outside the rescuing position of dinosine, mmoi (mismatch outside

dinosine), can a probe tolerate? The result demonstrates that a dlnosine-containing probe is

sensitive to mmoi when the mm is positioned next to a dinosine. Further, a neighbouring mm

is reducing the hybridization capacity more than a mm several nt apart from a dinosine. A

target with as many as 30 mm can be efficiently hybridized to a dlnosine-containing probe as

long as the amount of mismatches neighbouring the dinosine are few. A 70-mer probe with 18

dinosines in every third position could only tolerate as many as 4-5 dinosine neighbouring

mismatches. This means that the location of dinosine insertions in a probe in relation to

mutations in a target affects the binding affinity.

This gives a versatile probe, which at the same time is sensitive to mismatches in the vicinity

of the dinosine, thus reducing its degree of cross-hybridisation.

Thus, in one aspect, the invention relates to a method for designing such a sequence. The

method can be described as a method for designing the nucleotide sequence of a

polynucleotide primer/probe capable of specific and mismatch-tolerant hybridization to a

group of target polynucleotides, comprising identifying a nucleation site of 6-9 nucleotides

where all or substantially all of the target polynucleotides have identical sequences and

building a nucleotide sequence by

- positioning nucleotides A, C, T and G in positions within the nucleation site so as to

form a sequence complementary to all or substantially all of the target

polynucleotides;



- positioning nucleotides A, C, T and G in positions outside the nucleation site where all

or substantially all target polynucleotides have the same nucleotide;

- positioning N Universal Base Analogues (UBAs) at sites of sequence variations

between the target polynucleotides, wherein N is an integer between 0 and 1/3 of the

length of the primer/probe, so that there are no more than N/3 mismatches between

said primer/probe and said target in positions next to a position of an UBA.

- positioning M degenerate nucleotide positions at sites of variation between target

polynucleotides in a way that maximizes the likelihood of, and number of, perfectly

matching stretches longer than four nucleotides, wherein M is an integer between 0

and 1/3 of the length of the primer/probe;

thereby obtaining a continuous polynucleotide primer/probe sequence.

As discussed above, a suitable length of the primer/probe used in the methods according to

the invention is at least 30 nucleotides, such as between 30 and 100 nucleotides, such as 60-80

nucleotides. The primer/probes used in the illustrative examples are about 70 nucleotides in

length.

Preferably, N and M are not both zero. N and M may independently be 1, 2, 3, etc. up to one

third of the number of nucleotides in the primer/probe sequence.

The invention also relates to a computer program product comprising instructions to perform

the above method and a polynucleotide having a nucleotide sequence obtained or obtainable

with the above method.

The invention further relates to polynucleotides capable of specific and mismatch-tolerant

hybridization to a target polynucleotide. A suitable length of the polynucleotides as used in

the methods according to the invention is at least 30 nucleotides, such as between 30 and 100

nucleotides, such as 60-80 nucleotides. The primer/probes used in the illustrative examples

are about 70 nucleotides in length.

Preferably, N and M are not both zero. N and M may independently be 1, 2, 3, etc. up to one

third of the number of nucleotides in the primer/probe sequence.



A polynucleotide according to this aspect may further include a primer motif for use in

nucleic acid amplification reactions, such as PCR. Such polynucleotides are used in the

methods (VOCMA) according to the invention. The mismatch-tolerant target specific part is

preferably 30-100 nucleotides long, whereas the generic primer motifs are preferably of

standard primer length, i.e 10-20 nucleotides preferably 14, 15 or 16 nucleotiodes.

According to one aspect, the present invention relates to a detection method (VOCMAl) for

detecting a target nucleic acid molecule in a sample, comprising the steps

- bringing said sample in contact with a polynucleotide according to any of claims 5-6,

a target specific mismatch tolerant reverse primer and a second forward primer

capable of hybridizing to said generic primer sequence, a RNA reverse transcriptase or

a DNA polymerase, nucleotides and optionally other amplification additives;

- optionally, enrichment of target nucleic acid molecule bound to a polynucleotide

according to any of claims 5-6 which is bound to a solid phase, such as a magnetic

bead, and subsequently separated from other sample nucleic acids by displacement of

the solid phase on which subsequent detection steps take place;

- optionally, increasing the specificity of detection by spatial restriction of the binding

of target specific and generic primers, described in the following points, by initiating

the first round of amplification on the solid phase;

- initiating a first forward replication round primed by the complex formed by the target

nucleic acid molecule and the specific and mismatch-tolerant part of the primer/probe,

thereby forming a first replicated nucleic acid molecule;

- initiating a first reverse replication round primed by the complex formed by the first

replicated nucleic acid molecule and the target specific reverse primer, thereby

forming a second replicated nucleic acid molecule;

- initiating a second forward replication round primed by the complex formed by the

second replicated nucleic acid molecule and the second forward primer;

- amplifying said replicated nucleic acid molecules forming amplimers;

- detecting said amplimers.

In one embodiment, VOCMAl typically comprises the following steps:



After a nucleic acid extraction, performed according to conventional and suitable methods,

- primer/probes specific for the target nucleic acid are added to the extract, and allowed to

bind target nucleic acid;

- at this stage, a collection and washing step may or may not be performed;

- generic primers ("help" primers) and target-specific solution primers are then added;

- an amplification reaction is subsequently conducted;

- the complex formed between the primers and the target nucleic acid is then washed, with or

without the presence of an antisense blocking oligonucleotide complementary to the generic

primer;

- the presence of nucleic acid is detected.

In one embodiment of VOCMAl (Fig. 1) , a first target-specific primer/probe (to which a first

generic nucleotide stretch is covalently bound) binds a target nucleic acid, in a variation-

tolerant way, i.e. it allows mismatches between the primer/probe and the target nucleic acid.

A first strand copy of the bound target nucleic acid is then initiated from the first

primer/probe. In the subsequent copying round, the second target-specific solution primer

binds to the newly copied target nucleic acid in a variation-tolerant way, i.e. it allows

mismatches between the primer and the target nucleic acid. A second strand copy of the

copied target nucleic acid is then initiated from the second primer using a DNA-dependent

DNA polymerase. The second strand copy will end with a copy of the first generic nucleotide

stretch covalently bound to the first target-specific primer/probe. The second strand copy then

binds a first generic primer which binds to the copy of the generic stretch. A third strand

copy, of anti-sense orientation relative to the original target nucleic acid, is then initiated from

the generic primer using a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase. The third strand copy will in

the following fourth copying round once again bind to the second target-specific primer. In

subsequent amplification steps, the first target-specific primer/probe or the first generic

primer will be extended by a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase to produce the anti sense

strand orientation relative to the original target nucleic acid, and the second target specific

primer will produce the sense strand orientation relative to the original target nucleic acid.

One or more of the primer/probes may be mismatch-tolerant as described under "Mismatch-

tolerant primer/probes", or may or may not be bead-bound before binding to the target nucleic

acid. One or more of said primer/probes may contain a dlnosine or other UBA.



The detection may for example be performed by adding a fluorescence indicator, such as

phycoerythrin bound to streptavidin, incubating the mixture, and then running it in a flow

fluorescence meter.

According to an embodiment of the detection method (VOCMA2) (Fig. 2), said method

comprises the following steps:

After a nucleic acid extraction, performed according to conventional and suitable methods,

- primer/probes specific for the target nucleic acid are added to the extract, and allowed to

bind target nucleic acid;

- in the case the primer/probes are not initially bead-bound, beads which can bind to the

primer/probes through an affinity label, such as the biotin/streptavidin system, can optionally

be added to force primer/probes with their bound target nucleic acids to be bound to beads;

- at this stage, a collection step may be performed;

- target-specific solution primers are then added to the collected beads;

- a first amplification reaction optimized for the target-specific primers is subsequently

conducted , and the beads may or may not be separated from molecules in solution thereafter;

- subsequently, generic primers which bind to sequences in the specific primer/probes are

added;

- a second amplification reaction in solution, optimized for the generic primers, is

subsequently conducted;

- optionally, the generic primers are added together with the target-specific primers in

solution, allowing the preceding two steps to be performed without interruption and opening

of the reaction vessel, wherein the method proceeds directly to the detection step;

- in case beads are present, the reaction solution is then separated from the beads;

- the reaction solution, containing amplimers in case the target nucleic acid was present in the

nucleic acid extract, is then incubated with a nucleic acid-binding detection probe, which may

or may not be mismatch-tolerant, and which probe is covalently bound to, or may via an

affinity link be non-covalently bound to, a separately addressable (e.g. a colour-coded) bead, a

fluorophore, or to a solid phase;

- the presence of nucleic acid is detected.

In one embodiment of VOCMA2, the first target-specific primer/probe (to which a first

generic nucleotide stretch is covalently bound) binds a target nucleic acid, in a variation-



tolerant way, i.e. it allows mismatches between the primer/probe and the target nucleic acid.

A first strand copy of the bound target nucleic acid is then initiated using a DNA- or RNA-

dependent DNA polymerase from the first primer/probe.

In the subsequent copying round, the second target-specific solution primer (to which a

second generic nucleotide stretch is covalently bound) binds to the newly copied target

nucleic acid in a variation-tolerant way. A second strand copy of the copied target nucleic

acid is then initiated from the second solution primer using a DNA-dependent DNA

polymerase. The second strand copy will end with a copy of the first generic nucleotide

stretch covalently bound to the first target-specific primer/probe. An optional number of

amplification rounds involving the first target-specific primer/probe and the second target-

specific solution primer are then performed. The first target-specific primer/probe, the second

target-specific solution primer, and the two generic primers may all four be present in the

sample from the start. The amplification process is divided in two separate phases; a specific

amplification phase followed by a generic amplification phase, each with an optional number

of amplification rounds. The first specific amplification phase in which the amplification

conditions are optimized for the target-specific primer/probe and the target-specific solution

primer, e.g. a high annealing temperature, not allowing amplification from the first and

second generic primers. In the second amplification phase, the generic amplification, the

amplification conditions are shifted towards those of the first and second generic primer by

e.g. decreasing the annealing temperature. These conditions are more permissive than the

previous amplification conditions allowing the generic primers, which may be shorter than the

specific primer/probe (to which a first generic complementary nucleotide stretch is covalently

bound) and the specific solution primer (to which a second generic complementary nucleotide

stretch is covalently bound), to anneal and amplify. In this generic amplification, a second

strand copy binds the first generic primer which binds to the copy of the first generic stretch.

A third strand copy, of anti-sense orientation relative to the original target nucleic acid, is then

initiated from the first generic primer using a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase. This third

strand copy will end with a copy of the second generic nucleotide stretch covalently bound to

the second target-specific primer. The third strand copy then binds the second generic primer

which binds to the copy of the second generic stretch. A fourth strand copy, of sense

orientation relative to the original target nucleic acid, is then initiated from the second generic

primer using a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase. The fourth strand copy will end with a

copy of the first generic nucleotide stretch covalently bound to the first target-specific primer.



In subsequent amplification steps, all copying is initiated from the first and second generic

sequences and their complementary first and second generic primers.

One or more of the primer/probes may be mismatch-tolerant as described under "Mismatch-

tolerant primer/probes", or may or may not be bead-bound before binding to the target nucleic

acid. One or more of said primer/probes may contain a dlnosine or other UBA.

The collection step may include a washing step, where beads may be collected either through

magnetism, filtration, gravity or centrifugation.

The detection may for example be performed by adding a fluorescence indicator (in case the

final amplimer is not fluorescently labelled), such as phycoerythrin bound to streptavidin,

incubating the mixture, and then running it in a flow fluorescence meter.

According to a further embodiment of the detection method (VOCMA3) (Fig. 3-5), also

referred to as the Hermit Crab technique (HC), said method being a method for detecting a

target nucleic acid molecule in a sample, comprising bringing said sample in contact with

- a molecular construct ("nanodevice") comprising a first and a second polynucleotide

primer/probe joined, optionally through a linker, at their 5'ends wherein said first

polynucleotide primer/probe comprises a first generic primer sequence and a first

target specific primer sequence, and said second polynucleotide primer/probe

comprise a second generic primer sequence and a second target complement specific

primer sequence; and

- a RNA reverse transcriptase or a DNA polymerase, nucleotides and optionally other

amplification additives;

in a suitable buffer solution; said method further comprising the steps

- initiating a first replication round primed by the complex formed by the target nucleic

acid molecule and the target specific primer sequence part of the first polynucleotide

primer/probe, thereby forming a first replicated nucleic acid molecule;

- initiating a second replication round primed by the complex formed by the first

replicated nucleic acid molecule and the target complement specific primer sequence

part of the second polynucleotide primer/probe, thereby forming a second replicated

nucleic acid molecule;



- adding a third generic primer molecule with the same sequence the first generic primer

sequence, and a fourth generic primer molecule with the same sequence as the second

generic primer sequence;

- amplifying said replicated nucleic acid molecules forming amplimers;

- detecting said amplimers.

In one embodiment VOCMA3 comprises the following steps:

After a nucleic acid extraction, performed according to conventional and suitable methods,

-primer/probes specific for the target nucleic acid, covalently bound to each other via their

5'ends (a "nanodevice" as described under "Nanodevice"), are added to the extract, and are

allowed to bind target nucleic acid (the primer/probe arms of the nanodevice may or may not

be mismatch-tolerant as described under "Mismatch-tolerant specific primer/probes" and the

nanodevice may or may not be bound to a bead or a solid phase before binding to the target

nucleic acid);

- In case the nanodevice is not initially bound to a bead or a solid phase, the nanodevice may

be bound to beads or a solid phase via an affinity label, such as the biotin/streptavidin system,

in order to force the nanodevice with its bound target nucleic acid to be bound to beads or

solid phase;

- At this stage, a collection step may be performed.

- A first amplification reaction, optimized for the specific primers, is subsequently conducted;

- Subsequently, generic primers which bind to sequences in the specific primer/probes are

added to the reaction products;

- A second amplification reaction in solution, optimized for the generic primers, is

subsequently conducted;

- In case beads are present, the reaction solution is then separated from the beads;

- The reaction solution, containing amplimers in case the target nucleic acid was present in the

nucleic acid extract, is then incubated with a nucleic acid-binding detection probe, which may

or may not be mismatch-tolerant. This probe is covalently bound to, or may via an affinity

link be non-covalently bound to, a separately addressable (e.g. a colour-coded) bead, a

fluorophore, or to a solid phase;

- The presence of nucleic acid is detected.



In one embodiment of VOCMA3/HC, the target recognition and amplification is almost

identical to that of VOCMA2. However, the first and second primers (both included in the

nanodevice) may both function as probes for capture and enrichment of target nucleic acid

from a nucleic acid extract. A first target-specific primer/probe (to which a first generic

nucleotide stretch is covalently bound) binds a target nucleic acid, in a variation-tolerant way,

i.e. it allows mismatches between the primer/probe and the target nucleic acid. A first strand

copy of the bound target nucleic acid is then initiated using a DNA- or RNA-dependent DNA

polymerase from the first primer/probe. In the subsequent copying round, the second target

specific primer binds to the newly copied target nucleic acid in a variation-tolerant way. A

second strand copy of the copied target nucleic acid is then initiated from the second primer

using a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase. The second strand copy will end with a copy of

the first generic nucleotide stretch covalently bound to the first target-specific primer/probe.

At this stage, the first strand copy and its antisense second strand copy created by the

elongation of the covalently coupled bound specific primer/probes may optionally be

separated from the each other, by enzymatic, chemical or physical means. First and second,

not covalently linked, target-specific prime/probes may then be added. An optional number

of amplification rounds involving the first target-specific primer/probe and the second target-

specific primer, covalently linked or not, are then performed. The amplification conditions are

optimized for the target-specific primer/probe(s) and primer(s), and do not allow

amplification from the first and second generic primers. In the second amplification phase, the

generic amplification, the amplification conditions are shifted towards those of the first and

second generic primer by e.g. decreasing the annealing temperature. These conditions are

more permissive than the previous amplification conditions allowing the generic primers,

which may be shorter than the specific primer/probe arms in the nanodevice (to which generic

complementary nucleotide stretch are covalently bound), to anneal and amplify. In this

generic amplification, a second strand copy binds a first generic primer which binds to the

copy of the generic stretch. A third strand copy, of sense orientation relative to the original

target nucleic acid, is then initiated from the generic primer using a DNA-dependent DNA

polymerase. This third strand copy will end with a copy of a second generic nucleotide stretch

covalently bound to the second target-specific primer. The third strand copy then binds a

second generic primer which binds to the copy of the second generic stretch. A fourth strand

copy, of antisense orientation relative to the original target nucleic acid, is then initiated from

the generic primer using a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase. The fourth strand copy will end



with a copy of the first generic nucleotide stretch covalently bound to the first target-specific

primer.

In subsequent amplification steps, all copying is initiated from the first and second generic

sequences and their complementary first and second generic primers.

One or more of said primer/probes may contain a dlnosine or other UBA.

The collection step may or may not comprise a washing step. Beads may for example be

collected through magnetism, filtration, gravity or centrifugation. Nanodevices bound to a

solid phase may be washed directly on the solid phase. At this stage, target-specific solution

and/or generic solution primers may then optionally be added to the collected beads or solid

phase bearing the nanodevice molecules. Optionally, several steps from the collection step

and up to the second amplication step may be performed without interruption and opening of

the reaction vessel.

Subsequent to the first amplification step, the reactants or products bound by beads or solid

phase may or may not be separated from reactants or products in solution thereafter. The

separation may or may not be made specific for nanodevices which have undergone a

complete amplification reaction with the help of a specific separation reaction such as a

restriction enzyme which requires a double-stranded substrate, or a uracil-N-glycosylase

enzyme which cleaves at a Uracil added to the nanodevice to facilitate specific separation of it

and its amplimers from a bead or solid phase.

The addition of generic primers may also be performed in the step of adding target-specific

solution primers or in the first amplification step.

The detection may for example be performed by adding a fluorescence indicator (in case the

final amplimer is not fluorescently labelled), such as phycoerythrin bound to streptavidin,

incubating the mixture, followed by an optional washing step, and then running the reaction

mixture in a flow fluorescence meter, a solid phase fluorescence scanner or other fluorescence

measuring device.



According to another aspect, there are provided target-specific and variation-tolerant

primer/probes, primers and probes (here collectively called target-specific VOCMA binders,

see below) to be used in the method according to the present invention.

Variation-tolerant target-specific primer/probes and primers:

An oligonucleotide or other sequence-specific nucleic acid-binding molecule ("probe"),

suitably designed according to a mathematical formula or a computer program which

estimates the binding contribution from both local and more distant binding within in the

probe in its interaction with a target molecule (Fig. 24 and 25). The target molecule ("target")

which the probe can bind to can be an oligonucleotide, a longer nucleic acid or another

sequence-specific nucleic acid-binding molecule. The mathematical formula or the computer

program adds the binding contributions of perfectly matching (e.g. A*T or G*C, where A

means an Adenine, T a Thymine, G a Guanine and C a Cytosine base, respectively) pairs as

well as contributions from UBAs or base analogues (e.g. inosine, nitroindole or a peptide

nucleic acid analogue). "Local binding" here means the match of a single base or base

analogue in the probe to a single base or base analogue in the target and the match between

the neighbouring bases or base analogues, upstream and downstream of the single base (a

triplet). The binding contribution from interactions occurring at bases or base analogues

within the same probe or target molecule situated more than one base or base analogue away

from the single base (the "distal binding") comprises both continuous stretches of perfectly

matching bases longer than three bases (a "matching run"), and of cooperative binding

between several matching runs. The mathematical formula or computer program can

approximately predict the likelihood that a certain probe-target combination will bind under

given conditions (probe and target concentrations, buffer and temperature). A primer or probe

constructed according to the above-mentioned principles, to withstand target variation, is

referred to as "mismatch-tolerant".

Said specific primer/probes suitably has a length of at least 30 nucleotides or nucleotide

analogues and comprise at least one nucleation region of 4 to 9 nucleotides which is

essentially free of variation and optionally one or several regions wherein inosine residues or

other UBAs have been inserted at positions of expected target variation, providing mismatch

(i.e. variation) tolerance. A preferred pattern of UBA insertion is every third nucleotide, to

encompass synonymous mutations in the target nucleic acid. A variation-tolerant

primer/probe sequence contains at least 17 matching nucleotides, contiguous or divided into a



maximum of four non-contiguous stretches without mismatching neighbours, where a

"universal" base analogue (UBA) in the probe counts as a matching nucleotide.

Target-specific primer/probes:

This is a molecule which can function for the dual purpose of binding and amplifying target

nucleic acid. This molecule is designed to provide a high binding affinity to enhance capture

of target nucleic acid from a relatively large volume of nucleic acid extract which may contain

many other non-target nucleic acids. It may either be bound to a carrier (microparticle or solid

phase) and/or be free in solution. The target-specific primer/probe may or may not possess

variation (mismatch) tolerance as defined below.

Target-specific primers:

This is a molecule which primarily functions as a primer in the amplification of target nucleic

acid. It must not have the high affinity of the primer/probes mentioned above. It is used in

solution. The target-specific primers may or may not possess variation (mismatch) tolerance

as defined below.

Generic primers:

These are short primer molecules used for the final generic amplification of all amplimers

generated by the target-specific primer/probes and primers in the first round of amplification.

Detection probe:

This is a signal-generating molecule which binds to the amplimers from the target-specific

and -generic amplification rounds. It may or may not be bound to a carrier (microparticle or

solid phase) or be free in solution. It may or may not possess variation (mismatch) tolerance

as defined below.

Mismatch-tolerant nucleic acid-binding primer/probes:

This is a molecule which is extendable by a nucleic acid polymerase enzyme which in

addition can bind specifically to a target nucleic acid in a mismatch-tolerant way. Mismatch-

tolerance is the ability to bind to target nucleic acid in spite of one or several mismatching

nucleotides. Mismatch tolerance is achieved through i) a probe length exceeding 30

nucleotides, and/or ii) a probe sequence which contains at least 17 matching nucleotides,

contiguous or divided into a maximum of four non-contiguous stretches without mismatching



neighbours, where a "universal" base analogue (UBA) in the probe counts as a matching

nucleotide. A UBA can be the deoxyinosine UBA. An efficient pattern of such UBAs is at

every third nucleotide. A stretch of three nucleotides which ends with a UBA is subsequently

called the "synonymous mutation configuration". The target binding properties of the

primer/probe can be approximately predicted using the "NucZip" algorithm. It combines

prediction of binding at or next to a matching nucleotide (the "local" binding, embodied in

triplet sequences) with binding arising from interaction of several contiguous or non¬

contiguous binding triplets ("distal" binding). The mismatch-tolerance prediction algorithm is

detailed in the "Examples".

Nanodevice:

This is a molecule built from primer/probes which are bound to each other through their 5 '-

ends. The primer/probes may or may not be mismatch-tolerant as defined under "Mismatch-

tolerant nucleic acid-binding primer/probes". The connection between the primer/probes may

or may not contain a cleavable bridge, also termed linker. The cleavage may or may not be

cleavable only if the nanodevice has participated in an amplification reaction. This property

may be achieved if an originally single-stranded nanodevice has become double-stranded after

the first rounds of amplification. The nanodevice may or may not be bound to bead or solid

phase.

According to a further aspect, there is provided a kit that comprises combinations of said

specific primer/probes, and general primers, bound or not to beads or other solid support. The

kit may also comprise probe-binding tag sequences, hybridization, wash and amplification

solutions, or other aid substances or solutions

According to yet another aspect, there is provided a method, optionally implemented in a

computer program, which identifies what stretches in sequences of interest to the user, that

can be used as the basis for producing mismatch-tolerant primer/probes and probes. Target-

specific VOCMA binders are designed according to the NucZip, or a similar algorithm which

estimates both local and distal contributions to binding between binder and target. The

algorithm estimates optimal binder designs for capture, amplification and detection of target

nucleic acid. The three binding situations require somewhat separate properties. Capture

requires high affinity under moderate hybridization stringency. Target-specific amplification

requires a moderate overall affinity, but a high affinity at the 3 ' end, under amplification



conditions. Detection requires a high affinity under low hybridization stringency. The

algorithm suggests suitable target-specific VOCMA binders of the three types from a variable

target nucleotide sequence for which the variation is known or can be predicted.

One embodiment of this method is a method for predicting mismatch-tolerance of a probe

nucleic acid molecule, optionally comprising at least one UBA, when hybridising to a target

nucleic acid molecule, comprising the steps

a) aligning the probe and target sequences;

b) localizing possible nucleation sites by assigning a nucleation score for each stretch of

nucleotides in the probe, said nucleation score equalling the number of continuous base

pairs perfectly matching between the probe and target sequence;

c) assigning a first zip score to the sequence downstream from a first nucleation site, said

first zip score equalling the number of consecutive matching 3-15-mers;

d) assigning a second zip score to the sequence downstream from the first nucleation site,

said second zip score equalling the number of consecutive perfectly matching 3-15-

mers;

e) repeating steps c) and d) for the sequence upstream from the first nucleation site;

f assigning a total zip score to the nucleation site, said total zip score being a weighted

mean of said first and second zip scores for said upstream and downstream sequences;

g) assigning a combined nucleation and zip score to the nucleation site;

h) optionally repeating steps c)-f) for other nucleation sites in the probe sequence.

One embodiment of this method is the NucZip procedure.

The NucZip procedure starts by identifying potential nucleation sites. From these, the zipping

of the two hybridizing strands is modelled. The NucZip model scores overlapping matching

tri- to pentadekamers, and the effect of inosines. The algorithm extends nearest neighbour

theory to longer hybridizing stretches, and includes the effects of UBAs in the long

oligonucleotides. The basis of NucZip is a scoring system for matching stretches. The

program first tests for possible nucleation sites. It selects the two highest scoring ones for

further evaluation. From each suggested nucleation site, zipping is performed up- and

downstream. The zipping algorithm evaluates matching stretches, from tri- to pentadekamers.

It scores both stretches uninterrupted by UBAs and mismatches (Ipoints), and stretches

interrupted by mismatches, where UBAs are counted as matches (Mpoints). The UBA



contribution (Mpoints-Ipoints) is counted less than a proper match. The NucZip procedure is

used for prediction of optimal target-specific primerand primer/probe designs. Different sets

of parameters are used for prediction of binding under amplification buffer and 3M TMAC

conditions.

According to a still further aspect, there is provided a method of producing primer/probes in

which the NucZip algorithm, or computer program comprising said algorithm, is used to

identify stretches in sequences of interest to the user that can be used as the basis for

constructing mismatch-tolerant primer/probes and probes.

Further advantages and applications of the present invention will be apparent for a skilled

person when reading the detailed description.

Brief description of the drawings

Fig. 1 shows the general principle of the multiplex detection method according to the present

invention (VOCMAl). In this embodiment, a first primer/probe is bound to a colour-coded or

otherwise separately measurable bead.

Explanation of symbols:

1. Luminex bead

2. and 3. is bead-bound primer/probe, where 2. is a generic sequence and 3. is a target

specific sequence.

4. A biotinylated target specific primer in solution

5. A generic primer in solution.

6. Target

7 . x cycles of amplification

8. Addition of Phycoerythrin-Streptavidin and readout in Luminex

Fig. 2 shows the general principle of an alternative embodiment of the detection method

described in Fig. 1. In this embodiment (VOCMA2), the first primer/probe is bound to a

magnetic bead. Magnetic bead are fishing at high bead concentration. Most targets are caught.

First there is an on bead amplification, followed by amplification in solution with the general

primers. Detection with Luminex beads after addition of Phycoerythrin-Streptavidin.

Explanation of symbols:



1. Magnetic bead

2. and 3 . is a bead-bound primer/probe, where 2. is a generic sequence and 3 . is a target

specific sequence.

4. target

5. and 6 . A biotinylated primer/probe in solution where 5. is a target specific sequence

and 6. is a generic sequence with a biotin in 5'end..

7. Generic primer in solution

8. Biotinylated generic primer in solution

9. Luminex bead

10. Target specific probe

11. PE is Phycoerythrin-Streptavidin

Fig. 3 shows the double-membered first primer/probe of the capturing step of yet an

alternative embodiment (VOCMA3/HC) of the detection method described in Fig. 1. The

VOCMA3/HC has two 3'ends.

Explanation of symbols:

1. Minor arm, ~30 nt , ending with dlnosine

2. Major arm, -50 nt, ending with dlnosine

3. Target for left generic primer

4. Target for right generic primer.

5. Cleavage site

6. Cleavage site

7. Biotin for binding to magnetic bead

8. Target

Figs. 4A-C show the general principle of an embodiment of the VOCMA3/HC detection

method.

Fig. 4A

Capture of target strand by major primer/probe occurs free or bead-bound to magnetic beads.

9 .Magnetic bead with Avidin

10. First strand synthesis by RT-Pol or Pol

11. Bead-bound

12. Second strand synthesis by Klenow polymerase

Fig. 4B



Selective liberation of newly synthesized hermit crab copies by restriction enzyme cleavage

or UNG digestion.

13. Specific oligo to create a restriction site

14. Restriction site cleavage

15. Removal of beads with magnet

Fig. 4C

SYBRGreen PCR with generic primers

16. Biotinylated generic primers

17. Taq polymerase

Fig. 5 shows the readout phase in the VOCMA3/HC method described in Figs. 4A-C general

principle of an embodiment of the multiplex detection method according to the present

invention.

18. Luminex bead with target specific probe

19. Biotinylated amplimer

20. Free universal biotinylated primers

21. Addidion of Phycoerythrin-Streptavidin and readout in Luminex

Fig. 6 shows results of a VOCMA1 experiment when read in a Luminex flow particle meter

(see MFI in table 1, and primer and probe in table 7).

Fig. 7 shows results of a VOCMA 2 experiment when read in a Luminex flow particle

meter(see MFI in table 2, and primer and probe in table 3).

Fig. 8 shows results of a VOCMA2 experiment with synthetic target of Norovirus genotype 2
7in the titer of 10 -10 copies per sample (see MFI in table 4, and primer and probe in table 5)

Fig. 9 shows results of a 22-plex VOCMA2 experiment utilizing one synthetic target in the
7 1titer of 10 -10 copies per sample (see MFI in table 6, and primer and probe in table 7)

Fig. 10 shows alignment of 7333 genomes of Influenza A segment 7 in ConSort©; most

subtypes are represented. The variation was mapped, searching for a suitable region for a 70-

mer probe, by using BLASTn, and ConSort© (unpubl., Blomberg J.) further used in the

experiments described in Figs. 11-15, 17, 19-22. Grey bars represent conserved nucleotides

(nts); Black bars represent variation of base composition; y-axes represent frequency of

variation.

Figs. 11A-C show hybridization of Influenza A probe and several Influenza A probes with

increasing amount of dlnosines, to synthetic biotinylated complementary ssDNA with

increasing amount of mismatching nucleotides. The InflA probe sequence was designed from

a region in the matrix 2 gene in segment 7 of subtype H2N3 of Influenza A (sequence in table



8). The complementary target of InflA probe is named InflA target. The number of dinosines

is indicated in the name of the probe; as in Ino3 probe containing three dinosines. Number of

point mutations in target molecules is indicated in their names; like the 3pm target containing

three point mutations compared to the InflA target. Hybridization was performed at 45 °C

(Fig. 11A and table 9A) and at 55 °C (Fig. 1IB and table 9B). Probe and target sequences are

described in table 10A and 10B. The upper panel of Fig. 11C graphically illustrates the

distribution of dinosines (grey boxes) in the probes (grey line), and the lower panel illustrates

the mismatching bases (light grey boxes) in the target molecules (black line), used in Figs.

A and 11B.

Figs. 12A-C show the length of nucleation region necessary to induce hybridization, and the

the rescuing effect of dlnosine-containing probes hybridizing to targets containing

synonymous mutations. The biotinylated targets had different percentage of mismatch, 26 %,

33 %, or 74 % mismatch, and one or two perfect matching regions of different length, 5-22 nt,

compared to the InflA probe. Hybridization was performed at 45 °C (Fig. 12A) and at 55 °C

(Fig.l2B). The sequence of the set of probes, with a region of different length containing

dinosines in every third positioned, and the set of targets are displayed in Table 12A and 12B.

The upper panel of Fig. 12C graphically illustrates the distribution of dinosines (grey boxes)

in the probes (grey lines) and the lower panel illustrates the mismatching bases (light grey

boxes) in the target molecules (black lines), used in Fig. 12A and 12B.

Figs. 13A-D show analysis of specificity of hybridization comparing a Norovirus- with an

InflAvirus-probe, with or without 18 dinosines, hybridizing to targets containing different

amount and distribution of both Norovirus and InflAvirus-sequence. The sequences of the

panel of probes and targets are displayed in Table 16A and B. The names of the targets are

based on matching and mismatching nt against a Norovirus probe, the Inol 8 probe, and the

InflA probe: (Norovirus matching nt in 5' and 3') mismatching nt compared to

Norovirus probe_Inol8 probe_InflA probe (InflA matching nt in 5' and 3'). In Fig. 13C the

graphic illustration shows the three probes; Norovirus (white line), the InflA probe (grey

line), and the Inol 8 probe (grey line and dark grey boxes as dlnosine nt). The three panels of

the thirteen target molecules (black lines) is gradually going from the top with a Noro target

sequence complementary to the Noro probe, towards the InflA target, matching the InflA

probe in the bottom of the panel. The upper left target panel demonstrates the amount of

mismatches (light grey boxes) in each target compared to the Noro-probe, and the amount of

MFI the Noro-probe and resp. target (white bars) accomplish during hybridization at 45°C.



The middle left target panel demonstrates the pattern of mismatches (light grey boxes) in the

target compared to the In 18 probe, and the signal of MFI received during hybridization of

inol8-probe and resp. target (dark grey bars, 45°C). The lower left target panel shows the

thirteen targets and their mismatching nt (light grey boxes) compared to the InflA probe, and

the MFI received during hybridization of InflA and resp. target (light grey bars, 45°C). Fig.

13D demonstrates the number of nt in the position outside the pattern of 18sm dlnosines in

each target that are of either Noro or InflA origin, compared with the MFI of the Inol 8 probe.

White triangles represent the number of nt, outside the position of dlnosines, in resp target

matching the Noro sequence. Grey squares represent the number of nt, outside the position of

dlnosines, in resp target matching the InflA sequence. The MFI of each target hybridizing to

the Inol 8 probe in Fig. 13D is from experiment displayed with the Inol 8 probe in Fig. 13A.

Fig. 1 4 describes the predicted AG versus % MFI for all 70-mer probes and 70-mer targets

from three panels presented in the table 10A and B, table 12A and B, and table 16A and B , at

(45°C). The probes hybridizing to 70 nt long targets are visualized as black boxes. Visual

OMP (DNA Software) was used to calculate the predicted AG for the interaction between

probes and targets in 3M TMAC buffer conditions and hybridization temperature of 45°C.

The % MFI is the MFI signal of a probe with an intended target divided with the

hybridization of same probe against its perfectly matching target in the same hybridization

temperature (e.g. InflA probe against InflA target). The value of % MFI for each

hybridization is from Fig. 11A, 12A and 13A (45°C).

Fig. 1 5 The % MFI (45°C) of all dlnosine-free combinations of probe and target, i.e. InflA

probe-target and Noro probe-target, (Figs. 11A-13A) versus the score for perfectly matching

overlapping trimers is shown in the right panel. The small inserted graph in the left panel,

demonstrates the Overlapping Trimer Score correlation with the predicted AG (Visual OMP),

left panel, with an R2=0.906.

Fig. 1 6 demonstrates schematically the overlapping tri-, quadra-, penta- and hexamer scores.

Figs. 17A - demonstrate the overlapping tri (A), quadra (B), penta- (C) and hexamer scores

(D) versus % MFI at 45 °C, while Fig. 17E-H demonstrates the overlapping tri (E), quadra

(F), penta- (G) and hexamer scores (H) versus % MFI at 55 °C.

Fig. 1 8 panels a-d. Each neighbouring trimer is given a score according

P a dfact *( ( - l ) ), where n is the number of neighbouring trimers and the pyramid factor

is decreasing the impact for each level in Fig. 18 panel b. Each region of perfect match is

weighted against the neighbouring region of perfect match and given a score, cooperativity



factor 1, Fig. 18 panel c. The score of the neighbouring regions are then weighted against

each other by using the cooperativity factor 2, Fig. 18 panel d .

Fig. 19 shows the TriHexa scoring system versus the % MFI for the same target and probe

combinations that were demonstrated in Fig. 14 with predicted AG from Visual OMP vs %

MFI. The TriHexa system takes all described features of scoring described in Fig. 16 and 18

into account.

Fig. 20 shows the result of the NucZip scoring system versus the % MFI for the same target

and probe combinations that were demonstrated in Fig. 14 with predicted AG from Visual

OMP vs % MFI. The NucZip system is a further development of the TriHexa system, which

adds the nucleation and zipping parts to the hybridization prediction.

Fig. 21 Hybridization of the InflA, the Ino21 and the wobbN_21 probes to the InflA target,

the 21pm target (21 point mutations) and the 21gm target, which has seven groups of three

mismatches (Fig. 11C, table 18A and B). Hybridization was performed at 45°C and 55°C

(table 18A and B). Fig.l 1C describes the distribution of dlnosines (orange/light blue/green

boxes) and N wobbles (light grey boxes) in the probes (grey bar), and the mismatching bases

(magenta boxes) in the target molecules (black bar).

Fig. 22_The InflA, Inol8, 5-nitroindo_l 8, Nwobb_18 and Nwobb_24 probes were hybridized

at 45 °C or 55 °C with one specific target containing 33% mismatch and one or two perfectly

matching regions of different length (9-15 nt) compared with the InflA probe (table 12B). Fig.

12C, and table 12A shows the distribution of dlnosines, 5-nitroindole and N-wobbles in the

probes used in Fig. 22.

Fig. 23 The zipping component of NucZip When a 6-9 base pair sequence fulfilling the

nucleation criteria has been detected, hybridization up- and downstream of the nucleating site

is attempted (zipping). The figure shows the downstream zipping process, with successive

accumulation of score within a matching segment arising from the trimers, tetramers, etc. up

to pentadecamers (each scoring equally) which fit into it. In this way, a longer matching

segment gets more than a linear increase in score relative to a shorter one. Zipping extends

from the potential nucleation site, terminating with a mismatch or the end of one of the

strands dlnosines are counted as intermediate between a match and a mismatch. If several

consecutive matching segments are encountered, their scores are added.

Fig. 24 shows a flow chart over the design process of making a VOCMA panel.

Fig. 25 shows a flowchart over the NucZip algorithm.



Brief description of the tables

Table 1 shows results of a VOCMAl experiment when read in a Luminex flow particle meter

(see also in Fig. 6).

Table 2 shows results of a VOCMA 2 experiment when read in a Luminex flow particle

meter (see also in Fig. 7).

Table 3 shows oligonucleotides used in the VOCMAl and VOCMA2 experiments (Table 1

and 2, Figs. 6 and 7).

Table 4 shows results of a VOCMA2 experiment with synthetic target of Norovirus genotype
7 32 in the titer of 10 -10 copies per sample (see also Fig 8)

Table 5 shows oligonucleotides used in the VOCMA2 Norovirus genotype 2 experiment (Fig.

8).

Table 6 shows results of a 22-plex VOCMA2 experiment utilizing one synthetic target in the
7 1titer of 10 -10 copies per sample (see also Fig. 9)

Table 7 shows oligonucleotides utilized in the 22-plex VOCMA2 experiments (Fig. 9).

Table 8 shows the variation in a rather conserved region of the segment 7, the matrix gene,

between the different sub types H3N2, H5N1 and H1N1 of Influenza A virus. The grey

nucleotides display the differences between the sequences. The H5N1 virus subtype differed

in five nt positions and the H1N1 virus in three additional nt positions, compared with the

H3N2 virus. The 9 pm (point mutation) sequence matches 64 different subtypes to 100%

(HxNy*). Thus, if mismatches in the indicated nine positions would be tolerated by a

detecting probe it will detect at least 67 Influenza A subtypes. Result from analysing 7333

genomes of Influenza A by using BLASTn, and ConSort© (unpubl., Blomberg J.)

Table 9A shows results of hybridization at 45 °C (see also Fig. 11A) and Table 9B at 55 °C

(Fig.l lB).

Table 10A shows the sequence of the 70-mer probes (5'-3') with increasing amount of

dlnosines (I) and Table 10B shows the sequence of the 70-mer targets (5'-3') utilized in Figs.

A and 1IB, and Fig. 21.

Table 11A shows results of hybridization at 45 °C (Fig. 12A) and Table 11B at 55 °C

(Fig.l2B)



Table 12A shows the sequence of the 70-mer probes (5 '-3') and Table 12B shows the

sequence of the 70-mer targets (5 '-3') utilized in Figs. 12A and B, and in Fig. 22.

Table 13 is a summary of the result in Fig 12A and B and Table 11A and B, showing the nt

length of the long perfectly matching regions, in either the 5' and 3' end or both ends, of the

target needed to get hybridization.

Table 14 compares the number and length of matching regions and the ability to hybridize (%

MFI) for the three targets having 14 mismatches, the 14pm, 26%9F and 33%15F target; and

the three targets having 16 mismatches, the 16pm, 26%5F, and 33%15F target, when they

bind to the InflA probe, from the data of Fig 12A and B and Table 11A and B.

Table 15A shows results of hybridization at 45 °C (Fig. 13A) and Table 15B at 55 °C

(Fig.l3B)

Table 16A show the sequences of the three 70-mer probes (5'-3') and Table 16B show the

thirteen 70-mer targets (5'-3') utilized in Fig. 13A-D.

Table 17 demonstrates each hybridization of Inol8 probe and the different targets and the

amount of mismatches outside the position of the dlnosines of the Inol8 probe, based on

results from Fig 13A-B and table 15A and B.

Table 18A shows results of hybridization of the probes InflA, Ino21 and wobbN_21 (table

10A) and the targets InflA, 21pm, and 2 1 gm (table 10B) at 45 °C (Fig. 21) and Table 18B

at 55 °C (Fig.21).

Table 19A shows results of hybridization at 45 °C (Fig. 22) and Table 19B at 55 °C

(Fig.22).

Table 20 shows the probability of getting matching region/s of a certain length in the outer

segments of the wobbN_18 probe.The sequences of the wobbN_18 probe are displayed with x

as the nt matching the target sequence and N as the wobbling nt A, C, G or T. The probability

of increasing the length of matching flanking 5' and 3' regions of the probe is calculated for a

few examples.

Definitions

All terms used in the present specification shall be considered as having the meaning usually

given to them by a person skilled in the art. For reasons of clarity, some terms are however

further defined below.



A polynucleotide primer/probe is a DNA or RNA polynucleotide that can be used either as a

primer or a probe, or both.

Mismatch-tolerant hybridization is the ability of a polynucleotide to hybridize through

standard base pairing to a not fully complementary target polynucleotide. The terms

mismatch-tolerant and variation-tolerant shall be considered equivalent, unless specifically

stated otherwise.

An Universal Base Analogue, UBA, is a nucleotide capable of being incorporated in a

polynucleotide and base pairing with all four naturally occurring nucleotides, i.e. A, C, T and

G. Examples of UBAs are dlnosine, 3-nitropyrrole and 5-Nitroindole bound to deoxyrobose

deoxyribose and peptide nucleotide analogue.

A degenerated position in a polynucleotide is a position which has several alternative

nucleotides, generally from two to four. The nucleotides may be chosen from A, C, G, T and

UBAs. The terms "degenerated position" and "degeneration" shall be considered as

equivalent, unless otherwise indicated.

A perfect match between to nucleic acid molecules is when a nucleotide A in the first nucleic

acid molecule pairs with a nucleotide T in the second nucleic acid molecule, or a C in the first

nucleic acid molecule pairs with a nucleotide G in the second nucleic acid molecule, in a

certain position of the nucleic acid molecules. As applied to a stretch or segment of

nucleotides, i.e. a nucleotide sequence, a perfect match between two sequences means that all

the nucleotide positions in that sequence are perfect matches.

A match between two nucleic acid molecules includes perfect matches, but also the situation

when a nucleotide A, T, C, G or an UBA in the first nucleic acid molecule pairs with an UBA

in the second nucleic acid molecule, in a certain position of the nucleic acid molecules. As

applied to a stretch of nucleotides, i.e. a nucleotide sequence, a match between two sequences

means that all the nucleotide positions in that sequence are matches, whereof some may be

perfect matches.

A mismatch between to nucleic acid molecules, in a certain position, is the situation when

there is no match. As applied to a stretch of nucleotides, i.e. a nucleotide sequence, a



mismatch between two sequences means that not all the nucleotide positions in that sequence

are matches.

An analytic tag is a moiety that can be covalently or non-covalently bound to a molecule and

is analytically detectable. One example is phycoerythrin.

Detailed description of the invention

In the development of the multiplex detection method according to the present invention,

many of the requirements mentioned have been met. The key steps of said method are

outlined and discussed below. These steps apply to all VOCMA methods disclosed herein

unless otherwise indicated or clearly contradictory.

Capture of target nucleic acidfrom an extract

The techniques must be able to work with large extraction volumes, and both high and low

target nucleic acid concentrations. The capture primer/probe should be mismatch-tolerant, yet

have a high affinity for the target. The principles of achieving a mismatch-tolerant capture are

described below. A further requirement is that the capture should be fast. It must then occur in

solution, because hybridization of free probe is about 1000 fold faster than hybridization to

bead-bound probe. Thus, a two-step capture scheme, first hybridizing to free probe for 30

minutes and then "mopping up" all or most of the probes using magnetic beads (23) with

shaking for 30 minutes, is more efficient than a single step with bead-bound probe. The beads

should be small enough to easily stay in suspension, and move quickly in the solution, but be

large enough to be easily collected by commercially available magnetic separators.

In the following the MyOne® beads from Dynal/Invitrogen have been used as examples.

Hybridization conditions may typically be at least 1 M salt and 40°C. Typical concentrations

of probe are 100 million molecules/mL, typical magnetic bead concentrations are 1-10 million

beads/mL. If a biotinylated probe is "mopped up" by streptavidin-coated magnetic beads, the

high biotin-streptavidin dissociation constant (10 15 M) makes the binding especially efficient.

These conditions combine economy with efficiency. Magnetic beads and magnetic separation

are suitable means for concentrating the probes, of which some may have found target

molecules when concentrated. However, a solid phase which binds the probes (with or

without attached target nucleic acid), or other kinds of beads than magnetic beads, may also

be used in alternative embodiments of the invention.



MyOne streptavidin beads from Dynal/Invitrogen come at 10 1 beads/mL. They are 1

micrometer in diameter. If 1 million beads/mL are used, 1 mL of beads can be used for 10000

experiments of 1 mL. 10 million beads provide a thousandful binding excess if 100 million

probe molecules/mL are used. MyOne streptavidin beads can bind 100 pmol (2 µg; 6*10 13

molecules) biotinylated 50nt ssDNA per mg bead. 1 mg of beads=109 beads. One bead can

bind around 100 000 DNA molecules.

Enrichment of target nucleic acid relative to other nucleic acids

Capture of target nucleic acid gives three advantages. Firstly, it increases the concentration of

target nucleic acid. Secondly, it removes irrelevant nucleic acid. Thus, sample extracts with a

high nucleic acid concentration can still be analyzed. Thirdly, inhibitors of ensuing enzymatic

reactions will be removed.

Thefirst rounds of copyingfrom target andprimer/probes

This can be RNA-dependent DNA-copying from + and - stranded target RNA via reverse

transcriptase, or DNA-dependent DNA copying of target via DNA polymerase. An enzyme

mixture may provide both functions.

Selective release of hybridized and copied targetfrom capture beads or solidphase

A further desirable specificity enhancement can be achieved by schemes to selectively

remove only successfully copied nucleic acid. The VOCMA3/HC scheme provides this

option, through the use of a restriction enzyme which only cleaves double-stranded nucleic

acid. When the beads are removed, only the successful copies are left, removing all

primer/probes which did not find targets. The remaining solution is thus highly enriched of

successfully copied target molecules.

Target-specificmismatch-tolerantprimer/probes

Target variation is a major problem in molecular diagnostics. As mentioned above, RNA

viruses are especially problematic in this regard. A thorough bioinformatic analysis of the

distribution of variation across the target sequence is necessary, and computer-based support

is normally required when performing said analysis. The present inventors have developed a

computer program, ConSort (J Blomberg, unpublished), which is optimized for this purpose

and greatly facilitates this work (Fig 24).



Typically, two mismatch-tolerant primer/probes per target sequence, one forward (number

one) and one reverse (number two), are used. The primer/probes are typically 50-70 nt long,

to provide a high affinity to the target, and to provide tolerance for mismatch between

primer/probe and target sequence. The greatest conservation is placed at the 3'end.

The following features enhance the mismatch tolerance of a primer/probe:

Under the conditions specified in example 6 (result), a primer/probe suitably has at least one

stretch of nine perfectly matching nucleotides, or at least two stretches of five perfectly

matching ones. Match to a UBA in the probe is here counted as a perfect match. Variable

positions can be covered by UBAs in the primer/probe. However, UBA tend to decrease the

affinity of the primer/probe for its target sequence. Therefore, UBAs cannot be used too

generously. Above a threshold of UBA content of around 30% of the primer/probe, more

UBA may make the primer/probe bind non-specifically and weakly. In order to reduce the

UBA content somewhat, guanosine can be inserted at positions where guanosine is one of

several naturally occurring bases. This is because guanosine can base-pair weakly but non-

canonically with the bases adenosine, thymine and guanosine, i.e. it has properties akin to a

UBA. Thus, the primer/probe design algorithm must balance the content of UBA, guanosine

and variable positions against each other to obtain maximal mismatch tolerance, yet high

affinity to target and high specificity.

All candidate primer/probe sequences should be analyzed for tendency to form unspecific

hybrids, which may lead to primer-dimers which reduce the PCR efficiency in all three

VOCMA schemes, and may cause false positivity in the VOCMAl scheme. The

concentration of solution second target-specific primer in VOCMAl should be 100 nM, and

of the first target-specific primer/probes and the second target-specific primers in VOCMA2

should be around 1-10 nM, respectively. The first target-specfic primer/probe may also be

entirely bound to bead or to solid phase in VOCMA2.

The function of the primer/probes is to start the copying of target in a specific way. The

degree of amplification that they give is only 1-1000 times. However, in VOCMAl, the

second target-specific primer participates in the amplification up to the detection step.

The generic primers



The generic, third and fourth, primers, also referred to as "help" primers, or to as "first and

second generic primers", have artificial sequences which do not have homologous or

heterologous complementarity to the other primers and probes. They are entirely in solution.

In VOCMA1, only one generic primer, with same sense as the first target-specific

primer/probe, is used. In VOCMA2, two generic primers are typically used, one forward and

one reverse, in a PCR amplification. However, the VOCMA2 concept can also be used with

other types of amplification, which may be isothermal. The function of the generic primers is

to finalise the amplification, i.e. to take the brunt of amplification. Amplification factors of

1(T - 10° are typically achieved with these primers.

At first sight, the generic primer pair could also amplify falsely. The very high amplification

factors and their generic nature could be suspected to cause non-specificity. However, several

factors counteract such non-specific amplification.

The first specificity enhancement occurs when the third generic primer binds to its target.

This can only occur if a complementary sequence was synthesized by the successive action of

the first target-specific primer/probes and second target-specific primer. Likewise, the fourth

generic primer can only start amplifying when the third generic prime has made a copy. Thus,

each target-specific primer/probe, target-specific primer and each generic primer must act in

succession to start the second, most productive, phase of amplification, provided by the

generic primer(s).

The amplification must somehow give a detection signal. A further specificity enhancement is

caused by the placement of the label (either an affinity label, which indirectly can generate

signal through binding of a signal molecule such as a fluorophore, or a signal molecule

directly), which generates the readout signal, on the fourth generic primer (VOCMA2/3)

Thus, only newly synthesized strands complementary to the target molecule will be detected.

Solid phase PCR, solution PCR, or both?

A central issue is to locally restrict target-specific primer/probes. This prevents unwanted

primer/probe interaction. Ideally, only the primer/probes which are specific to a target

sequence should be located close to each other. This can be achieved in several ways.

Standard PCR involves one target sequence and two primer sequences, all in solution. All

possible interactions between primers can occur. If the concentration of each primer is high



(>200 nM), and/or there are many different primers, the likelihood of an unwanted interaction

increases.

As mentioned above, padlock probes depend on the connection of two target-specific

oligonucleotides as the ends of a linear sequence, which can be circularized after binding to

target, and ligation. When one shank encounters a target sequence, the other shank also very

easily will find the target sequence. However, padlock probes are in solution. Given a high

enough padlock probe concentration (e.g. >10nM), also they may have spurious interactions

with each other.

The very slow kinetics of solid phase PCR, e.g. Megaplex PCR (24) is a substantial

drawback. However, when the surface-bound primers are locally restricted, the illegitimate

primer interactions are rare. Although the initial hybridization-driven events are very specific,

both padlock probe and Megaplex PCR detection schemes need a major amplification of the

initial products to make them visible by various readout techniques. Typically, amplification

factors of 10' to 10' are needed. Such a strong amplification is not trivial. False and negative

positivity may occur.

In the present invention, the advantages of solid phase amplification, i.e. low primer/primer

interactions, are combined with those of solution amplification, i.e. high efficiency. An initial

local restriction of the target-specific primer/probes is achieved in several ways. In VOCMA1

and VOCMA2, the forward primer/probe may in one embodiment of said methods be bound

to microparticles. This component thus cannot diffuse in solution and has a limited capacity to

contribute to illegitimate interactions (leading to "primer dimers").

In the VOCMA3/HC system, the two target-specific primer/probes (forward and reverse) are

covalently linked to each other via their 5' ends, thus spatially restricting the two extension

reactions versus each other. The initial copying thus takes place in a soluble molecule. It is a

"nanodevice" which seeks target molecules and tethers them to a magnetic bead which can be

"fished out" from the extract. The two initial extension reactions can then take place free of

contaminating nucleic acid. Thereafter, it is possible to increase specificity further in that only

HC nanodevices which have found and appropriately extended target sequence are cleaved off

from the magnetic beads or solid surface.



The low efficiency of PCR with microparticle-bound primers, and even lower of PCR with

solid-phase-bound primers (our observations, and (22, 36, 37)) may according to the present

invention be counteracted in two ways. In both VOCMAl and VOCMA2, the target sequence

may first be captured by a target-specific bead or solid phase bound primer/probe. Then, the

second, target-specific primer resides in solution. It is therefore free to find its specific target,

which initially protrudes from the microparticle or solid phase. Second, a third generic primer

in solution binds to the copy of a common sequence engineered into the first target-specific

microparticle-bound primer/probe. This third generic primer can only amplify when two

strands have been copied from the original target strand. This restriction enhances specificity.

In VOCMA2, the first specific primer/probe may be present both on a bead/solid surface and

free in solution. In this case, the more efficient free primer/probe can aid the bead/solid

surface bound primer/prober in the further amplification.

In VOCMA2 and VOCMA3/HC, an additional fourth generic reverse primer in solution has

been added. This additional fourth generic primer can only amplify when the longer second

target-specific primer has been copied.

The major part of the amplification is thus done by the generic primers. In VOCMA2 and

VOCMA3/HC, they are the only oligonucleotides which are present in high concentration. In

VOCMAl, the second target-specific primers and third generic primers are the only ones

present in the highest concentration.

Thus, the VOCMA and VOCMA/HC systems have been designed to combine molecular

localization and mobility in an optimal way, and to increase mismatch tolerance while still

preserving specificity.

VOCMAl vs VOCMAl vs VOCMA3/HC.

In VOCMAl, the reporting bead also carries the first target-specific primer/probe. Any

mispriming involving both this primer/probe and the biotinylated second primer/probe will

give a false signal. Such mispriming may arise because of the relatively high concentrations

of free second target-specific primer. In practice, it turns out to be possible to multiplex up to

tenfold (but it may be possible to go higher in multiplexity) with this system. The sensitivity

so far settles at 104 - 105 molecules per reaction, which is enough for many purposes.



VOCMA1 seems suited for applications demanding medium multiplexity, moderate

sensitivity and relative simplicity.

In VOCMA2, two major differences increase the sensitivity and specificity; Firstly, the use of

two generic primers allows the concentration of free first target-specific primer/probes and

second target-specific primer to be decreased by a factor of 200, to 1 nM. This greatly reduces

the likelihood of mispriming. Second, the readout is through hybridization to a detection

sequence bound to a specific Luminex bead or any signalling molecule or bead. This will

selectively detect only specific amplimers. Mispriming, if it occurs, cannot give spurious

signals. However, if primer dimer formation occurs, it might reduce the efficiency of the PCR

and thus reduce its sensitivity.

In VOCMA3/HC, the situation is rather similar to that in VOCMA2. However, the HC

construct only allows one round of specific copying. All other amplification is performed with

the generic primers in solution. This may or may not be a problem which needs to be studied.

The greatest advantages of VOCMA3/HC over VOCMA2 may be its more efficient capture

of target in a large extract volume and the greater spatial isolation of the primer/probes from

those of other primer/probes in a multiplex system.

Examples of the three detections schemes according to the present invention are outlined

below.

VOCMA1

Scheme:

1. (crude) NA extract.

2. Addition of beads (optional) containing target-specific primer/probe, generic primer (same

sense as target-specific primer/probe) and target-specific solution primers

3. Amplification

4 . Washing in presence of antisense-blocking oligo complementary to the generic primer

5. Addition of Phycoerythrin-Streptavidin

6. Run Luminex

Likelihood of false priming:



-Soluble (sense) target-specific primers (e.g. 100 nM) must be tested for complementarity

vs each other, vs generic primer, and vs bead-bound primer/probe.

-Bead-bound primers cannot prime on each other.

-Soluble primer-bound primer heterodimers will occur sometimes, and may give false

positives.

Sensitivity

If beads are washed pre PCR only bound targets (maybe only 1/100 of all) will be amplified,

thus the sensitivity may be smaller by several logs, compared to if no washing is done.

VOCMA2

Typical scheme:

I . Nucleic acid extraction. Addition of magnetic-bead-bound, or free, antisense target-specific

primer/probe, either affinity labelled or not.

3. Hybridization to targets in extract

4. In case free affinity labelled primer/probes were used, ligand-bound magnetic beads are

added.

5. In case beads were used, they are collected by magnet and washed

6. Addition of primers (target-specific second sense primers, or target-specific second sense

primers and target-specific first antisense primer/probe, plus generic primers; sense and

antisense), and master mix (RT-Taq mix may be used if RNA targets are included)

7. Single tube-nested PCR

8. Removal of magnetic beads

9. Transfer of aliquot to detection Luminex beads

10. Hybridization

I I . Collection of supernatant, washing

12. Addition of Phycoerythrin-streptavidin

13. Hybridization

14. Run in Luminex

The VOCMA3 or Hermit Crab (H system



Scheme:

1. Nucleic acid extraction

2. Addition of HC nanodevice

3. Hybridization to targets in extract

4. Addition of streptavidin bound to magnetic beads

4. Collection of beads by magnet

5. Washing

6. Addition of master mix.

7. Extension reactions (RT+Taq)

8. Addition of UNG or restriction enzyme

9. Removal of beads, collection of supernatant

10. Add generic primers and Taq master mix

11. Standard PCR w SYBRgreen

12. Addition of detection Luminex beads

13. Hybridization

14. Collection supernatant, wash

15. Add Phyocerythrin-streptavidin

16. Hybridization

17. Run in Luminex

Overcoming target variation

A paramount problem for nucleic acid-based diagnostic techniques is to overcome target

variation. Utilizing a 3M TMAC hybridization buffer, 70 nt DNA probes from the matrix-

gene of H3N2 Influenza A, InflA, were analyzed in the aspect of hybridization tolerance to

different amount and distribution of mismatch in target DNA, and with varying number and

positions of deoxyribose-Inosine (dlnosine) in the probe. The probes were linked to xMAP

polystyrene microspheres, hybridized against biotinylated complementary single-stranded (ss)

DNA, and further analyzed in the Luminex® flow-cytometer. Redistribution of evenly

dispersed point mutations (pms) to stretches of contiguous mutations demonstrated the

importance of mismatch distribution and the necessity of a minimum length and number of

perfectly matching "nucleation" regions. Under our conditions, the nucleation regions

minimally comprise at least three regions of at least 6 nucleotides, two regions of 12-15 nt, or

one region of 15-18 nt, dependent of hybridization temperature, in a 70-mer. Interestingly,



probes with dlnosines in the same position as the pm of the target, like in every third position

(analogous to synonymous mutations), were able to rescue hybridization to targets to which a

dlnosine-free probe failed to bind. Further, an nt mismatch in the target neighbouring the

position of dlnosine in the probe is reducing the hybridization capacity more than a mismatch

several nt apart from a dlnosine. Specificity of high dlnosine-containing probes was tested

with a 18 dlnosines InflA probe against a Norovirus target which was gradually mutated

towards a InflA target sequence. In conclusion, probe designs and conditions for mismatch-

tolerant hybridization to variable target sequences, which still preserve hybridization

specificity, were defined.

Studies on the mismatch tolerance with and without dlnosine, mismatch distribution, and

specificity of long (50 nt and higher) probes in 3M TMAC have not been reported previously.

In other buffer systems, containing SSC and 50% formamide, commonly used in microarray

hybridizations, it has previously been suggested that not more that 15 contiguous nt

complementary to non-targets should be present in a 50-mer probe used in a microarray assay,

highlighting the specificity limits of long probes. Further, He at al expanded the study by

comparing the hybridization properties of 50-mer and 70-mer probes in a microarray assay.

They concluded that a 50-mer probe should not contain more than 16 nt, and a 70-mer not

more than 20 nt, of contiguous stretches complementary to non-targets. The probe length of

70 nt in this study was chosen since this length is more tolerant to a larger number of

mismatches than shorter probes, although it carries a somewhat higher risk of nonspecific

hybridization.

To study the properties of mismatch-tolerant probe design the Influenza virus was chosen.

Influenza virus is a negative ssRNA virus, whose RNA genome is highly variable due both to

genetic shift, where whole segments of the genome can be exchanged, and genetic drift,

caused by its error-prone RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. The latter mechanism causes the

diagnostic problems which are the direct reason for of this paper. A 70-mer probe was

designed against a conserved portion of the matrix segment 7 of Influenza A H3N2 by

utilizing the programs BLASTn, ClustalX and ConSort® (unpublished, Blomberg J. et al), in

alignments with over 7000 Influenza A sequences. The majority consensus of the chosen 70-

mer region was used to construct probes and biotinylated target sequences with various

patterns of mismatches for the tolerance studies.



To overcome the problem with variation in the target sequence and to avoid degenerated

probes, which tend to give low signal strength due to a high number of mismatches, we

investigated how the introduction of dlnosine in the nucleotide positions of variation in the

probe affected the hybridization capacity. All four normally occurring DNA bases can bind to

dlnosine. The general trend in decreasing stability is I:C > I:A > I:T ~ I:G > 1:1 when using 1

M NaCl, 10 mM sodium cacodylate and 0,5 M EDTA (pH 7). Inosine occurs naturally in

tRNA, DNA repair and in RNA editing dlnosine is one of many, more or less, generally

hybridizing nucleotides. However, it is readily available and can be recognized as a G by

polymerases dlnosine can also be used to make broadly matching primers for PCR. Thus,

inosine can act as a partially universal base under PCR buffer conditions (10 mM Tris, 50

mM potassium chloride, 1.5 mM magnesium chloride, 0.001% w/v gelatin, pH 8.3 at 25°C).

As mentioned, 3M TMAC hybridization buffer increases T by increasing the binding

strength of A:T base pairs, making it a platform suitable for further attempts to increase

mismatch tolerance and Tm of probes towards variable targets.

The hybridization tests were performed both against targets which had an increasing number

of random and ordered pms. Of special interest were targets with regions where every third

base was mutated, to resemble the common phenomenon of synonymous mutations. Much of

the variation in coding viral sequences is of this kind. The Influenza A H3N2 70-mer probe

failed to hybridize both to a target containing 2 1 random and evenly distributed mismatches

and to a target with 18 synonymous mutations. Here we demonstrate that introduction of

dinosines in the probe, at the sites of mismatch, rescues hybridization even with high numbers

of mismatches. Probes with different amounts of dinosines were tested. The more dinosines

the probe contains the more the MFI is reduced, showing that dlnosine destabilizes the

duplex. This destabilization can to a large extent be compensated by reducing the

hybridization temperature. Introduction of as many as 18 dinosines in every third position was

able to rescue an otherwise abolished signal to the level of the signal that the normal probe

received with a target without any mismatches.

Further, the distribution of mismatches greatly affected the hybridization, illustrating that

hybridization predictions based on % of mismatches are imprecise. A minimum number of

contiguous perfectly matching stretches are needed. These probably correspond to what has

been termed "nucleation sites", which initiate hybridization. The study shows that a dlnosine

free probe of 70 nt needs either i . at least three regions of at least 6, ii. two stretches of 12-15,



/ . or one stretch of 15-18 perfectly matching nucleotides to give a measurable hybridization,

when the rest of the target contains 14 or more mutations. Probes with a high amount of

dlnosines positioned at sites of variation needs shorter nucleation regions than dinosine free

probes. As an example, a probe with 18 dlnosines needs only i . two regions of 9 nt (55°C),

or one region of 9 perfectly matching nt (45°C), depending on hybridization temperature.

Mismatch studies with utilizing a probe with many dlnosines, Inol8, shows that the dinosine

containing probe is sensitive to mismatches positioned next to the dinosine, but is not affected

to the same extent against mm several positions away from the dinosine. A 70-mer probe with

18 dinosines in every third position could tolerate as many as 4-5 dinosine neighbouring

mismatches. Thus, utilization of a dinosine containing probe will be beneficial if the target

contains many variations and especially if there are no long uninterrupted stretches suitable

for nucleation. Hence, dinosine can be used in 3M TMAC to establish tolerance to high target

variation, like in the genome of an RNA virus.

Examples

Example 1 - VOCMA1

Two bacteria-specific genes and one gene that cause antibiotic-resistance were chosen for

demonstrating the VOCMA1 method. Each VOCMA1 reaction contains a mix of all three

microsphere-bound primer/probes, a generic forward solution primer, a mix of the three

biotinylated target-specific reverse solution primers and one of the specific synthetic targets

of 140-200 nt, all described in table 3. All three bead-bound primer/probes comprise a 5'

generic sequence of 30 nt complementary to the generic forward primer, and a target-specific

3' end of 50 nt. Target genes in the example of VOCMA1 demonstrated in Fig. 6 and table 1,

were the GseA-gene of Staphyloccocus epidermidis, the c -gene of Staphyloccocus

aureus, and the ddl-gene from Enterococcus faecium (sequences in table 3).

Materials and methods

Synthetic targets and primer/probes

Synthetic targets were diluted to 200 pM with 0.1 Denhardt's solution (Sigma-Aldrich

Sweden AB, Stockholm, Sweden). See table 3 .



Coupling of microspheres

Each synthetic forward target-specific primer/probe with a 5' C-12 amino modification

(Biomers.net GMbH, Ul , Germany) was covalently coupled to a specific set of 5.6 µι

carboxylated polystyrene microspheres (Ramcon A/S, Birkerod, Denmark). 2.5 *106

microspheres were pelleted at 13000 x g for 2 min and re-suspended in 25 µ ΐ 0.1 M 2-

Morpholinoethane sulfonic acid (MES, pH 4.5) by vortexing and sonication. 2 µ ΐ of 100 µΜ

amino-modified forward primer/probe oligonucleotide was added to the microsphere

suspension followed by addition of 2.5 µ ΐ of 10 mg/ml l-Ethyl-3-3-dimethylaminopropyl

carbodiimide (EDC) (Nordic Biolabs, Taby, Sweden), the coupling reaction was incubated at

room temperature in the dark for 30 min. Addition of 2,5 µ ΐ of 10 mg/ml EDC and incubation

was then repeated once. After the second incubation 1 ml 0.02 % Tween-20 was added to the

reaction and vortexed. The microspheres were then pelleted by centrifugation at 13000 x g for

2 min and re-suspended in 1 ml of 0.1 % SDS by vortexing. Finally, the microspheres were

pelleted and re-suspended to a final concentration of 50000 microspheres/ µ ΐ by adding 50 µ ΐ

Tris-EDTA (TE, pH 8.0) buffer. Coupled microspheres were stored in darkness at 8 °C.

Amplification

2.5 µ ΐ of the synthetic target was added to a 22.5 µ ΐ PCR mixture for a final concentration of

lxPCR Gold Buffer (Applied Biosystems, Stockholm, Sweden), 800 µΜ dNTP Mix, 2 mM

MgCl2, 1U AmpliTaq Gold® DNA Polymerase, 30 nM generic forward solution primer, 50

nM of each of the three reverse target-specific primers and 5000 of each coupled microsphere.

Amplification was carried out on a MJ Research PTC- 100™ Peltier thermal cycler (Sds

Scandinavian Diagnostic Services, Falkenberg, Sweden) as follows: 95 °C for 10 min;

followed by 4 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 52 °C for 2 min, 72 °C for 2 min; 40 cycles of 94 °C

for 30 s, 56 °C for 45 s, 72 °C for 45 s; a last step with 72 °C for 7 min and the samples were

kept at 4 °C until next step.

Detection in Luminex 200

Samples were taken to new PCR tube strips and centrifuged for 2 min on a table centrifuge to

pellet the microspheres with target-specific detection probes. The supernatant was removed

and the microspheres re-suspended by pipette mixing 50 µ ΐ 1χ tetramethyl ammonium

chloride (TMAC) hybridization buffer comprising 3 M TMAC, 0.1 % sarkosyl, 50 mM Tris-

HC1 pH 8.0 and 6 mM EDTA pH 8.0 (Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB, Stockholm, Sweden).

Samples were then centrifuged on the table centrifuge for 2min and the supernatant removed



except approximately 5 µΐ . 45 µΐ 1* TMAC with 330 nM of blocker oligonucleotide were

added to re-suspend the microspheres by pipette mixing. Samples were denatured at 95 °C for

2 in followed by hybridization at 50°C for 30 min under shaking on a Thermostar (BMG

Lab Technologies, Germany) microplate incubator. 2 µΐ (0.05 µg l) of Streptavidin-R-

Phycoerytrin (Qiagen AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was added to the reaction and incubated for

another 15 min. Detection in the Luminex 200 (Purchased through Ramcon A/S, Birkerod,

Denmark) system was carried out at 50°C and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was

based on 100 measurements from each microsphere set and calculated by the STarStation

software (Applied Cytometry System, Sheffield, UK).

Results

The supernatant of the samples in VOCMA1 showed specific amplicons of correct size and

the mix of beads in each sample was further analysed in the xMAP/Luminex system. The

Luminex flow cytometer identifies each bead and measures the fluorescence of the probe

bound amplicons, resulting in a MFI signal for each bead type. As shown in Fig. 6 and table

1, all three samples showed a significant specificity from the complementary bead-bound

probe for the specific synthetic target. 100 beads of each probe specificity were analysed in

every sample. Staphyloccocus epidermidis gseA gave a 15 fold MFI signal compared to the

signal in the negative control, the Staphyloccocus aureus MecA gave 6 fold MFI compared to

negative control, and Enterococcus faecium ddl gave 10 fold compared to negative control.

Conclusions

Three targets were detected in the VOCMA1 experiment. Specific signals were around 10

times higher than the signal in the negative control. Sensitivity was moderate, requiring 104-

105 target copies for a clear signal.

Example 2 - VOCMA2

Four bacteria-specific genes and one gene that cause antibiotic resistance were chosen for

demonstrating the VOCMA2 method. Each VOCMA2 reaction comprises a mix of all five

microsphere-bound forward primer/probes, a generic forward primer, a mix of the five target-

specific reverse primers, a generic biotinylated reverse primer, and one of the specific

synthetic targets of 140-200 nt, all described in Fig. 7 and table 3. All five bead-bound probes

comprise a 5' generic forward primer sequence of 30 nt, and a target-specific 3' end of 50 nt.

The five target-specific reverse primers comprise all a 50 nt specific sequence in the 3' end



and a 30 nt generic reverse primer sequence in the 5' end. Target genes in the example of

VOCMA2 demonstrated in Fig 7 were the GseA-gene of Staphyloccocus epidermidis, the

Nwc-gene of Staphyloccocus aureus the MecA-g n of Staphyloccocus aureus, the ddl-g

from Enterococcusfaecium, and the -gene from Enterococcusfaecalis.

Materials and methods

Synthetic targets

Synthetic targets were diluted to 200 pM with 0.1 * Denhardt's solution (Sigma-Aldrich

Sweden AB, Stockholm, Sweden) (table 3).

Amplification

2.5 µΐ of the synthetic target was added to a 22.5 µΐ PCR mixture for a final concentration of

1 PCR Gold Buffer (Applied Biosystems, Stockholm, Sweden), 800 µΜ dNTP Mix, 2 mM

MgCl2, 1 U AmpliTaq Gold® DNA Polymerase, 30 nM generic forward primer, 300 M of

biotinylated generic reverse primer, 5 nM of each of the five target-specific reverse primers

and 5000 of each Luminex microsphere coupled to a target-specific primer/probe.

Amplification was carried out on a M Research PTC- 100™ Peltier thermal cycler (SDS

Scandinavian Diagnostic Services, Falkenberg, Sweden) as follows: 95 °C for 10 min,

followed by 4 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 52 °C for 2 min, 72 °C for 2 min, 40 cycles of 94 °C for

30 s, 56 °C for 45 s, 72 °C for 45 s a last step with 72 °C for 7 min and the samples were kept

at 4 °C until next step.

Coupling of microspheres

Each synthetic target-specific forward primer/probe and detection probe oligonucleotide with

a 5 ' C-12 amino modification (Biomers.net GMbH, Ulm, Germany) were covalently coupled

to specific sets of 5.6 µ carboxylated polystyrene microspheres (Ramcon A/S, Birkerad,

Denmark). 2.5 l O6 microspheres were pelleted at 13000 x g for 2 min and re-suspended in 25

µΐ 0.1 M 2-Morpholinoethane sulfonic acid (MES, pH 4.5) by vortexing and sonication. 2 µΐ

of 100 µΜ amino-modified target-specific forward primer/probe or detection probe

oligonucleotide was added to the bead suspension followed by addition of 2.5 µΐ of 10 mg/ml

l-Ethyl-3-3-dimethylaminopropyl carbodiimide (EDC) (Nordic biolabs, Taby, Sweden), the

coupling reaction was incubated at room temperature in the dark for 30 min. Addition of 2.5

µΐ of 10 mg/ml EDC and incubation were then repeated once. After the second incubation 1

ml 0.02 % Tween-20 was added to the reaction and vortexed. The microspheres were then



pelleted by centrifugation at 13000 x g for 2 min and re-suspended in 1 ml of 0,1 % SDS by

vortexing. Finally the microspheres were pelleted and re-suspended to a final concentration of

50000 microspheres/ µΐ by adding 50 µΐ Tris-EDTA (TE, pH 8.0) buffer. Coupled

microspheres were stored in darkness at 8 °C.

Detection in Luminex

Samples were centrifuged for 2 min on a table centrifuge to pellet the microspheres. Five µΐ

of the supernatant was added to 45 µΐ hybridization buffer containing 33 µΐ 1.5 tetramethyl

ammonium chloride (TMAC) (4.5 M TMAC, 0.15 % sarkosyl, 75 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 6

mM EDTA pH 8.0), 11.5 µΐ 1 TE-buffer pH 8.0, and 0.1 µΐ (-5000 microspheres) of each

catch probe coupled microsphere. Samples were denatured at 95 °C for 2 min followed by

hybridization at 50 °C for 30 min under shaking on a Thermostar (BMG Lab Technologies,

Germany) microplate incubator. After hybridization the microspheres were pelleted by

centrifugation on a table centrifuge for 2 min. The supernatant were removed and the

microspheres re-suspended by pipette mixing 45 µΐ 1χ TMAC hybridization buffer

comprising 3 M TMAC, 0.1 % sarkosyl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 6 mM EDTA pH 8.0

(Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB, Stockholm, Sweden). 2 µΐ (0.05 µg/µl) of Streptavidin-R-

Phycoerytrin (Qiagen AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was added to the reaction and the samples

were incubated for another 15 min at 50°C. Detection in the Luminex 200 (purchased through

Ramcon A/S, Birkerod, Denmark) system was carried out at 50 °C. The calculation of median

fluorescence intensity (MFI) was based on 100 measurements from each microsphere set and

calculated by the StarStation software (Applied Cytometry System, Sheffield, UK).

Results

An aliquot of the supernatant of each VOCMA2 was added to new tubes containing a mix of

five target-specific detection probes coupled to new Luminex beads. The samples were

analysed in the Luminex, in which 100 beads of each detection probe was analysed in all

samples. The five different detection probes were all of 50 nt length and designed to fit the

target sequence in same sense as the first target-specific forward primer/probe used in the

amplification step. As shown in Fig. 7 and table 2„ all five samples showed a significant MFI

detected from the complementary bead-bound detection probe specific for the synthetic target

added. The VOCMA2 gave even a lower background than VOCMA1. All detection probes

were able to detect their correct target without any cross-hybridization.



Conclusions

VOCMA2 is a highly specific and multiplexable detection technique. Signal to noise ratios

were very low, around 1/1000 or better. The analytical sensitivity was 103 target copies per

reaction, or better.

Example 3 - VOCMA 2 for detection of Norovims and Sapovirus

One of the most common causing agents of gastroenteritis is the Caliciviridae (including

Norovirus and Sapovirus). In this example it is shown promising results of inosine-containing

primer/probes for mismatch-tolerant detection of these highly variable microbes. Target-

specific primer/probes for Norovirus genogroup 2 were designed targeting the POL gene of

the virus. The VOCMA2 reaction contains microsphere-bound target-specific reverse

primer/probes, generic reverse primers, biotinylated target-specific forward primers,

biotinylated generic forward primers, and a synthetic target of 177 nt, all described in table 5.

The bead-bound reverse primer comprised a 5' generic reverse primer sequence of 16 nt, and

a target-specific 3' end of 7 1 nt. The biotinylated target-specific forward primer comprised a

4 1 nt specific sequence in the 3' end and a 16 nt generic forward sequence in the 5' end. The

specific reverse primer includes Inosine as shown in table 5. Table 5 shows oligonucleotides

used in VOCMA2 for detection of Norovirus genogroup 2 .

Materials and methods

Synthetic target

Synthetic targets (Biomers.net GMbH, Ulm, Germany) were serial-diluted from 0.,5><107 to

0.,5xl0 in 20 ng20ng^l yest RNA (Ambion, Austin, USA) (table 5).

Coupling of target-specific reverse primer/probe to MyOne magnetic beads

The target-specific reverse primer/probe oligonucleotide with a 5 ' C-12 amino modification

(Biomers.net GMbH, Ulm, Germany) were covalently coupled to carboxylated Dynabeads ®

MyOne™ microspheres (Invitrogen AS, Oslo, Norway). 2.0x1 09 microspheres were pelleted

by magnetism and the supernatant removed. Michrospheres were resuspend in 9 1 µ 0.1 M 2-

Morpholinoethane sulfonic acid (MES, pH 4.5) by vortexing and sonication. The pelletation

and resupendation were repeated once. 36 µΐ of 100 µΜ amino-modified target-specific

reverse primer/probe oligonucleotides were added to the microsphere suspension followed by



addition of 6.66 µ ΐ of 20 mg/ml l-Ethyl-3-3-dimethylaminopropyl carbodiimide (EDC)

(Nordic biolabs, Taby, Sweden), the coupling reaction was incubated at room temperature in

the dark for 30 min. Addition of 6.66 µ ΐ of 20 mg/ml EDC and incubation were then repeated

once. After the second incubation 1 ml 0.02 % Tween-20 was added to the reaction and

vortexed. The microspheres were then pelleted by magnetism and resuspended in 1 ml of 0, 1

% SDS by vortexing. Finally the microspheres were pelleted and resuspended to a final

concentration of 107 microspheres/ µ by adding 200 µ ΐ Tris-EDTA (TE, pH 8.0) buffer.

Coupled microspheres were stored in darkness at 8°C.

Amplification

2 µ ΐ of the synthetic target was added to a 23 µ ΐ PCR mixture for a final concentration of 1

iScript™ buffer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA), 0.5 µ1,5 µ1 iScript reverse transcriptase for one-

step RT-PCR, 300 nM generic reverse primer, 300 nM of biotinylated generic forward primer,

50 nM of the biotinylated specific forward primer and 5.0x1 05 Dynabeads® MyOne™

microspheres (Invitrogen AS, Oslo, Norway) magnetic microspheres coupled with target-

specific reverse primer/probe. Amplification was carried out on a MJ Research PTC- 100™

Peltier thermal cycler (SDS Scandinavian Diagnostic Services, Falkenberg, Sweden) as

follows: 50°C for 20 min, 95 °C for 5 min; followed by 10 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s, 56 °C for 1

min; 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s, 52 °C for 30 s, 60 °C for 30 s; a last step with 60 °C for 5 min

before denaturation at 95 °C for 1 min. The samples were kept at 4 °C until the next step. A

non-template control (NTC) was added in each run as contamination control.

Coupling of detection probe to microspheres

The detection probe oligonucleotide with a 5 ' C-12 amino modification (Biomers.net GMbH,

Ulm, Germany) were covalently coupled to a specific set of 5.6 µιη carboxylated polystyrene

microspheres (Ramcon A/S, Birkerod, Denmark). 2.5 ΐ θ6 microspheres were pelleted at

13000 x g for 2 min and resuspended in 25 µ ΐ 0.1 M 2-Morpholinoethane sulfonic acid (MES,

pH 4.5) by vortexing and sonication. 2 µ ΐ of 100 µΜ amino-modified reverse primer or

detection probe oligonucleotides were added to the bead suspension followed by addition of

2.5 µ ΐ of 10 mg/ml l-Ethyl-3-3-dimethylaminopropyl carbodiimide (EDC) (Nordic Biolabs,

Taby, Sweden), the coupling reaction was incubated at room temperature in the dark for 30

min. Addition of 2,5 µ of 10 mg/ml EDC and incubation were then repeated once. After the

second incubation 1 ml 0.02 % Tween-20 was added to the reaction and vortexed. The

microspheres were then pelleted by centrifugation at 13000 x g for 2 min and resuspended in



1 ml of 0.1 % SDS by vortexing. Finally the microspheres were pelleted and resuspended to a

final concentration of 50000 microspheres/ µΐ by adding 50 µΐ Tris-EDTA (TE, pH 8.0)

buffer. Coupled microspheres were stored in darkness at 8 °C.

Detection in Luminex

Samples were centrifuged for 2 min on a table centrifuge to pellet the microspheres. 5 µΐ of

the supernatant was added to 45 µΐ hybridization buffer containing 33 µΐ 1.5 tetramethyl

ammonium chloride (TMAC) (4.5 M TMAC, 0.15 % sarkosyl, 75 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 6

mM EDTA pH 8.0), 11.5 µΐ l TE-buffer pH 8.0, and 0 .1 µΐ (-5000 microspheres) of each

target-specific detection probe coupled microsphere. A NTC containing 5µ1of 1χ TE-buffer

pH 8.0 instead of sample was added as a Luminex control. Samples were denatured at 95 °C

for 2 min followed by hybridization at 50 °C for 20 min under shaking on a Thermostar

(BMG Lab Technologies, Germany) microplate incubator. After hybridization the

microspheres were pelleted by centrifugation on a table centrifuge for 2 min. The supernatant

were removed and the microspheres resuspended by pipette mixing 45 µΐ 1 TMAC

hybridization buffer comprising 3 M TMAC, 0.1 % sarkosyl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 6

mM EDTA pH 8.0 (Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB, Stockholm, Sweden). 2 µΐ (0.05 ΐ) of

Streptavidin-R-Phycoerytrin (Qiagen AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was added to the reaction and

the samples were incubated for another 10 min at 50°C. Detection in the Luminex 200

(Purchased through Ramcon A/S, Birkerad, Denmark) system was carried out at 50 °C and

the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was based on minimum 100 measurements from the

microsphere set and calculated by the STarStation software (Applied Cytometry System,

Sheffield, UK).

Results

As shown in Fig. 8 and table 4„ all samples from VOCMA2, when read in the Luminex flow

particle meter, showed a significant MFI detected from the complementary bead-bound

target-specific detection probe for the synthetic target added. The serial dilution shows a

analytical sensitivity, with significant MFI, with as low as 103 targets present.

Conclusions

These initial results hold promise for a high sensitivity and specificity of the concept. Capture

of target sequence to magnetic beads was demonstrated.



Example 4 - VOCMA2

Introduction

A demonstration of the sensitivity of a 22-plex VOCMA2 method containing 22 bacteria,

fungi or antibiotic-resistance gene specific primers/probes in solution is shown in Fig. 9. Each

VOCMA2 reaction contains a mix of 2 1 target-specific primer pairs, a generic forward primer

and a generic biotinylated reverse primer, all described in table 7. The detection in Luminex is

able to detect 22 different genes due to 22 different target-specific detection probes. The 2 1

target-specific forward primer/probes all comprise a 5' generic forward primer sequence of 16

nt, and a target-specific 3' end of 50 nt. The 2 1 target-specific reverse primers all comprise a

47-50 nt target-specific sequence in the 3' end and a 16 nt generic reverse primer sequence in

the 5' end. Although all components of the 22-plex system were present in the reactions, the

target gene tested in this example of VOCMA2 was the Streptococcus pneumoniae spn9802

gene. An amount of these synthetic targets of 10 to 10 molecules/reaction were added to

each reaction.

Materials and methods

Synthetic targets

Synthetic Streptococcus pneumoniae, shown in table 7, targets were serially diluted to

0,5xl0 -0, l 0° molecules/ µΐ with 0.1 x Denhardt's solution (Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB,

Stockholm, Sweden). As no template control a sample of 0.1 χ Denhardt's solution was added.

Amplification

2 µΐ of the diluted synthetic target was added to a 23 µΐ PCR mixture, resulting in 1x10 -

1 10° molecules/reaction. The final concentration of l x PCR Gold Buffer (Applied

Biosystems, Stockholm, Sweden), 800 µΜ dNTP Mix, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 1 U AmpliTaq Gold®

DNA Polymerase, 200 nM generic forward primer, 300 M of biotinylated generic reverse

primer, 5 nM of each of the target-specific forward and reverse primers was used in each

reaction. Amplification was carried out on a iCycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories AB, Sundbyberg,

Sweden) as follows: 95 °C for 9 min; followed by 8 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 75 °C for 0 s,

ramp with 0,1 °C/s to 58 °C for 2 min, 72 °C for 30 s; 52 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 53 °C for 45

s, 72 °C for 30 s; a step with 72 °C for 7 min, and a last denaturation at 95 °C for 2 min, then

the samples were kept at 4 °C until next step.



Coupling of microspheres

22 different Luminex beads were coupled with target-specific detection probes, shown in

table 7, in the same way as in VOCMA2 example 1.

Detection in Luminex

5 µΐ of the reaction was added to 45 µΐ hybridization buffer containing 33 µΐ 1.5 tetramethyl

ammonium chloride (TMAC) (4.5 M TMAC, 0.15 % sarkosyl, 75 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 6

mM EDTA pH 8.0), 9.8 µΐ 1χ TE-buffer pH 8.0, and 0.1 µΐ (-5000 microspheres) of each of

the 22 target-specific detection probes coupled microspheres. Samples were denatured at

95 °C for 2 min followed by hybridization at 50°C for 30 min under shaking on a Thermostar

(BMG Lab Technologies, Germany) microplate incubator. After hybridization the

microspheres were pelleted by centrifugation on a table centrifuge for 2 min. The supernatant

were removed and the microspheres resuspended by pipette mixing 45 µΐ 1 TMAC

hybridization buffer comprisingcomprising 3 M TMAC, 0.1 % sarkosyl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH

8.0 and 6 mM EDTA pH 8.0 (Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB, Stockholm, Sweden). 2 µΐ

(0.05 g µl) of Streptavidin-R-Phycoerytrin (Qiagen AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was added to

the reaction and the samples were incubated for another 15 min at 50 °C. Detection in the

Luminex 200 (purchased through Ramcon A/S, Birkerod, Denmark) system was carried out at

50 °C and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was based on a minimum of 100

measurements from each microsphere set and calculated by the StarStation software (Applied

Cytometry System, Sheffield, UK).

Results

In this demonstration a sensitivity of 10 molecules/reaction could be detected in the Luminex

with a low background signal, as shown in Fig. 9 and table 6. All primer/probes and primers

(specific and generic) were in solution in the capture and amplification step and only the

detection probes were bound to beads..

Example 5 - VOCMA3/. HC:

Materials and methods:

PCR was conducted on various combinations of coupled and not coupled Hermit Crab (HC)

"arms". The HC arm combinations were subjected to a first PCR round using a synthetic



target molecule, then amplified using generic primers. 1 primary PCR product was used as

target. Program: 95C° 10 min , followed by 40 cycles of 95C° 30sek 52C° 30sek 72C° 30sek.

Results

In this experiment, the specific product appeared only after addition of free arms, regardless

of whether the two PCR rounds were run separately or together.

Mismatch-tolerance prediction algorithms

Introduction

The examples of probe and target hybridization demonstrated in Figs. 11-13 A and B resulted

in the conclusion that the position of mismatches in the nucleotide sequence affects the

binding more than the actual number of mismatches. Thus, the length of the perfect matching

regions in between mismatches is of great importance for hybridization. A target containing

one longer stretch of perfect match is binding better than a target with the same amount of

matching nt in short regions interspersed by mismatches. In an attempt to predict

hybridization based on Gibbs free energy, AG, the computer program Visual OMP (DNA

Software) was utilized. Fig. 14 demonstrates the predicted AG (Visual OMP, DNA Software)

versus % MFI (the MFI value of a modified probe relative to that of the unmodified parent

probe) for different 70-mer probe and 70-mer target combinations. Most probe/target

combinations having a predicted AG < -50 will hybridize, while most probe/target

combinations with a AG > -17 do not hybridize. However, the hybridization (measured as %

MFI) and the predicted AG do not correlate in the region of -17 > AG > -50, and thereby we

conclude that the predicted AG is difficult to use to predict hybridization. To be able to

predict hybridization a scoring system was developed in which long uninterrupted perfectly

matching sequences and the neighbouring of these was taken into account.

Trimers, a development of the Nearest-Neighbour algorithm, represent local

contributions to binding.

The Nearest-Neighbour algorithm (Santa Lucia et al.) is taking the closest neighbouring

nucleotides effect on hybridization for a specific nt into account (see Fig. 18a). Thus, the

Nearest-Neighbour algorithm represents local contributions to binding. It is included in the

Visual OMP program. The partial failure of Visual OMP to predict hybridization mentioned

in the previous paragraph made us attempt to construct a new algorithm. The first step in



development of a new scoring system is shown in Fig. 17A and in the right panel of Fig. 15,

where a score for all perfectly matching overlapping trimers in all dinosine-free combinations

of probe and target, i.e. InflA probe-target and Noro probe-target, are plotted against % MFI

(45 °C). As shown in the small inserted graph in the left panel, the Overlapping Trimer Score

correlated very well with the predicted AG (Visual OMP), shown in the left panel, with an

R2=0.906. The Overlapping Trimer Score is schematically visualized in the upper panel of

Fig. 16. The scoring system was further developed by using overlapping quadramers,

overlapping pentamers, and overlapping hexamers, displayed in Fig. 16 and in the eight

graphs of Fig. 17A-H. The Fig. 17A-D demonstrates the overlapping tri- (A), quadra- (B),

penta- (C) and hexamer scores (D) versus % MFI in 45 °C, while Fig. 17E-H demonstrates the

overlapping tri- (E), quadra- (F), penta- (G) and hexamer scores (H) versus % MFI at 55 °C.

The probes hybridizing to 70 nt long targets are visualized as black triangles, while probes

hybridizing to targets of the length 12, 15, 18, and 22 nt are shown as open triangles.

Neighbouring trimers, a representation of distal but close contributions

To further improve the ability to predict hybridization we included Neighbouring trimers, a

representation of distal but close contributions, into the scoring system. As shown in Fig. 18b,

each Neighbouring trimer is given a score. Further, the Neighbouring trimers was scored

according the algorithm: Pyramid factor *(n(n-l))/2); where n is the number of neighbouring

trimers and the pyramid factor is decreasing the impact for each level (according to the

distance between the trimers) in Fig. 18b.

Combining local and distal contributions, TriHexa model

Further, Fig. 18 demonstrates the computational work in which more distal binding

contributions is taken into account. Each region of perfect match is weighted against a

neighbouring region of perfect match and given a score, cooperativity factor 1, see Fig. 18c.

In case there are severalse closely situated neighbouring regions their cooperative contribution

to binding is then weighted using a second factor, cooperativity factor 2, Fig. 18d. Thus, the

TriHexa model accounts for both local (trimer) and more distal contributions to hybridization.

Fig. 19 shows the TriHexa scoring system versus the % MFI for all target and probe

combinations that were demonstrated in Fig. 14 (AG Visual OMP versus % MFI).

The local and distal contributions to hybridization are shown symbolically in Fig. 19. The

local binding (the binding of a matching base pair plus the binding of the next and previous



base pairs) is calculated in analogy with the deltaG calculations according to nearest

neighbour theory (Santa Lucia et al). In the following, matches to UBA (inosine) are not

counted as mismatches. Instead, they are given values according to the pattern of UBA

distribution, and the nucleotide opposing the UBA, with "C" being the most favourable, and

"G" the least favourable. The distal contributions are of three kinds;

One is the contribution of uninterrupted runs of matching nucleotides, until the occurrence of

a mismatch, or the end of the hybridizing molecules. This is calculated as a "pyramid" of

binding interactions (Fig 18b). It contributes the so-called pyramid factor. Another is the

cooperative binding of two stretches of matching nucleotides, separated by one or several

mismatches (Fig 18c), which contributes the so-called cooperativity factor 1. A third kind of

cooperativity is between pairs of stretches of matching nucleotides (Fig 18d), which

contributes the so-called cooperativity factor 2 . All four kinds of binding are included in the

"trihexa" function which balances these contributions according to optimized values of the

respective factors. The resulting hybridization prediction values are shown in Fig 19. It can be

seen that the prediction is precise for trihexa hybridization values up to 20, and for values

above 100.Values between 20 and 65 are imprecise predictors of hybridization. Values

between 65 and 100 are reasonably accurate predictors of hybridization. Using the trihexa

function, the degree of hybridization (i.e. mismatch tolerance) for various probe-target

combinations can be predicted. The model has been set up for 70-mers in 3M TMAC at 45 °C,

but it is likely to be extendable to other conditions also.

Including the Nucleation and Zipping stages in the calculations, the NucZip model

The hybridization process proceeds in two stages, nucleation and zipping.

The first engages a limited number of nucleotides (5-9) which can make contact without much

torsional strain on the long nucleotide. All contacts are held within a turn (10 nt) of the helix.

This is as long as two nucleotide strands can make contact without becoming entangled with

each other. Nucleation allows nucleic acid strands to "sniff on each other without deeper

commitment. Nucleation depends on perfectly matching stretches 5-10 nucleotides.

In Zipping, the nucleated 5-9 matches are further extended up- and downstream. For each turn

(10 nt) of more or less perfect matches, the two strands become more and more entangled, and

less likely to separate. The zipping process proceeds approximately as described in the

TriHexa model. However, we experimented with different developments of it. It turned out

that a model where the number of successive perfectly matching tri-, terra-, penta-, hexa-,

hepta-, okta-, nona- and decamers were counted better explained experimental data than



previous models. This is the "NucZip" model. A schematic model of NcZip is shown in Fig.

23. Its results are shown in Fig. 20.

Conclusion

To improve the predictability of hybridization we developed a scoring system in which

uninterrupted regions of perfectly matching nucleotides and neighbouring regions of perfect

match are given a great impact. Together the different local and distal scoring is creating the

TriHexa and the NucZip scoring system, which are used for a more accurate prediction of

long oligomer hybridization.

Material and Methods

Example 6- construction and study of dlnosine probes

Single-stranded oligonucleotides of 70 nucleotides with a C12 amino link in the 5' end, with

or without dlnosines, were obtained from Biomers.net (Ulm, Germany). The

oligonucucleotides were used as probes after linkage to xMAP microspheres (Luminex Corp.,

Austin TX, USA). The probes were designed based on the programs BLASTn, ClustalX and

ConSort© (unpublished, Blomberg J . et at). Briefly, query viral sequences were retrieved

from the GeneBank database at NCBI, NIH. Alignments were performed by a BLASTn

search. In order to identify potentially problematic sequences, the probe sequence was

analyzed for sequence similarities against the human genome sequence database hgl8. 70-mer

sequences with a BLASTn score of <37.5 (approximately corresponding to 70% mismatches

or more) were accepted for further work. BLASTn and ClustalX alignments were analyzed in

ConSort to define the most suitable probe sequence. ConSort visualizes the frequency of

variation and the variation of nucleotide composition in each base position, as well as the

number of aligned sequences. It also provides a majority consensus sequence. The proposed

probe sequence was further analyzed for its predicted Tm. A search for probable homodimer

and hairpin interactions, using cut-offs of AG>-1 1.5 kcal/mol, and AG>-5 kcal/mol,

respectively, was made by using Mfold at the site

http ://eu.idtdna.com/analyzer/Applications/ OligoAnalyzer/ and http://mfold.bioinfo.rpi.edu/ .

Synthetic targets, complementary to the consensus sequence of InflA or Noro probe, with

various numbers of mismatches, were purchased as ssDNA of 70 nucleotides with biotin

attached to a 2-aminoethoxy-ethoxyethanol linker in their 5' end (Biomers.net, Ulm,

Germany).



Probe coupling to beads

Specific synthetic 5' amine-C12 modified 70-mer probes for respiratory tract viruses and

histon 3.3 were designed and coupled to xMAP carboxylated colour-coded microspheres

(Luminex Corp., Austin TX, USA), according to the protocol of Luminex corp (Austin TX,

USA). An aliquot of 2.5* 106 stock microspheres were collected by centrifugation and

resuspended in 25 µΐ of 0.1M MES, pH 4.5 (2N-morpholino-ethanesulfonic acid, Sigma). 0.2

nmol probe and freshly made 2 µΐ 10 mg/ml EDC (l-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)

carbodiimide; "water-soluble carbodiimide"; Pierce; sold by Nordic Biolabs AB, Sweden) in

H20 were added to the beads and incubated in the dark for 30 min at room temperature. Care

was taken to store the EDC in a dry condition, in aliquots. After another addition of a fresh 2

µΐ (lOmg/ml) EDC in H20 and repeated incubation the beads were washed with 0.5 ml of

0.02 % Tween-20. The pellet was collected by centrifugation at 8000xg for 2 min. The

collected pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml of 0.1 % SDS and again centrifugated at 8000xg

for 2 min. The pellet was resuspended in 50 µΐ of TE, pH 8.0.

Hybridization ofbiotinylated target DNA to probe linked beads

5 µΐ of 2.0 nM synthetic biotin -labelled target was mixed with hybridization buffer

comprising 33 µΐ 3 M TMAC buffer (3 M tetramethylammonium chloride, 0.1% Sarkosyl,

50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 4 mM EDTA, pH 8.0; Sigma) and 12 µΐ l x TE-buffer pH 8.0 and

0.05 µΐ (-2500 microspheres/beads) of each probe-coupled Luminex microsphere bead. The

mixture was heated at 95°C for 2 min, to denature the DNA targets and probes, followed by

hybridization at 45 °C or 55 °C for 30 min under shaking on the Thermostar (BMG LabTech;

Offenburg, Germany) microplate incubator. 2 µΐ (0.05 mg/ml) of Streptavidin-R-

phycoerythrin (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) was added to the mixture and further incubated

at 45 °C or 55 °C for 15 min before analysed for internal bead and R-phycoerythrin reporter

fluorescence on the Luminex®200™ flow cytometer (Luminex corporation, Austin Tx). The

quantification of the amount ofbiotinylated target that hybridized to probe linked bead is

given by the unit MFI, Median Fluorescence Intensity. In our assay the minimum amount of

beads analysed per type of bead was set to 100. All experiments were judged by using a limit

of detection of MFI <20% of probe hybridizing to a perfect target as a "weak" hybridization

signal, >20%-<50% as "intermediate", and >50% as "high" hybridization. As lower limit of

detection (LLOD) a MFI of 100 was used.



Result

A perfectly matching stretch of minimum length is required for hybridisation.

Many viruses, especially RNA viruses, have a high frequency of variation and almost no

conserved regions in their genome. A broad, but yet specific, probe should detect all types or

subtypes of the specific microbe it is designed for, and also be functional if the genome

sequence is changed due to genetic drift. To reveal the tolerance to pm, a 70-mer probe from

the Influenza A segment 7 and a set of target molecules with increasing amounts of pm were

allowed to hybridize in 3 M TMAC.

Influenza virus is an RNA virus with a high mutation rate due to both genetic shift and

genetic drift. It is divided into three types, Influenza A, B and C. The types are further divided

into serotypes depending on the variation in its surface molecules haemagglutinin (HA or H)

and neuraminidase (NA or N). Fig. 10 demonstrates the variation in an alignment of 7333

genomes of segment 7, the gene of the matrix proteins, of Influenza A; all H and N influenza

A types were represented. The variation was mapped, searching for a suitable region for a 70-

mer probe, by using BLASTn, and ConSort© (unpubl., Blomberg J.). A probe was designed

to match a region of 70 nt in the gene for matrix protein 2 in segment 7 of the Influenza A

H3N2 virus. In the chosen region, the H5N1 virus differed in five nt and the H1N1 virus in

three other nt positions, compared to the H3N2 virus (table 8). If mismatches in nine

positions, including the variant nt positions in segment 7 of the HIN 1 and the H5N1 viruses,

could be tolerated by a detecting probe, the probe would fully cover 67 different H and N

combinations of Influenza A, i.e. nearly all variants in the chosen stretch, as demonstrated in a

BLASTn search. A few subtypes would give 2 additional mismatches (table 8.).

The Influenza A H3N2 probe from segment 7 was tested against target molecules with 3, 5, 7,

9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 2 1 pms (Fig. 11 A and B) The positions of the pms were based

on the variation seen comparing H3N2, H5N1 and H1N1 viruses. Two different targets were

designed with 2 1 mutated nucleotides; one with 2 1 point mutations evenly distributed along

the 70-mer, the 21rpm target, and one with seven groups of three mutations interspersed by

five to seven nucleotides, the 21gm target. The InflA H3N2 probe, called InflA probe, was

coupled to Luminex beads and subsequently allowed to hybridize to the specific biotinylated

ssDNA targets in 3M TMAC in three different temperatures 45°C (Fig. 11A), 50 °C (data not

shown) and 55 °C (Fig. 1IB). The hybridization was analysed in a Luminex flow cytometer

where the hybridization signal is given as Median Fluorescence Intensity, MFI. In this study,



all experiments were judged by using a limit of detection of MFI <20% of InflA probe

hybridizing to a perfect InflA target as a "weak" hybridization signal, >20%-<50% as

"intermediate", and >50% as "high" hybridization.

Interestingly, a target containing as many as 9 pm (one stretch of 15 perfectly matching nt,

one region of 12 nt, one region of 7 nt, and four regions of 5 nt) still hybridized to the InflA

probe with an MFI of 80% (45°C, Fig. 1A) and 72% (55°C, Fig. 1IB) compared to the MFI

of the perfectly complementary target and probe (InflA target/InflA probe). At 14 pm (one

stretch of 6 perfectly matching nt, five regions of 5 nt, and two region of 4 nt) the MFI was

reduced to 39% (45°C) and 11% (55°C) of the InflA probe/InflA target. At 15 pm (one stretch

of 6 perfectly matching nt, four regions of 5 nt, and two region of 4 nt) the MFI was 21%

(45°C) and 3% (55°C). At 45°C the InflA probe hybridization to the 16 pm target (one stretch

of 6 perfectly matching nt, three regions of 5 nt, and two region of 4 nt) was still detectible

(12%), but at 55°C the hybridization was totally abolished (0.7%). As expected, the more pms

that were introduced into the target the less efficient was the hybridization between target and

probe. Thus, utilizing a lower hybridization temperature, like 45°C compared to 55°C, allowed

the probe to be more forgiving to mismatches.

Increasing the amount of mismatches to 2 1 evenly distributed pm, 21rpm, caused a total loss

of hybridization at both temperatures (Fig. 1A and B). The longest perfectly matching

sequence in this combination was 3 nt. The presence of one stretch of three and eight of two

perfectly matching stretches was not enough for the hybridization, even at 45°C. Importantly,

the hybridization of the InflA probe to a 2 1 pm containing target could be rescued when

redistributing the 2 1 point mutations into groups, thereby creating seven stretches of 5-7

matching nt between the mutations, in the 21gm target. The MFI signal abolished in the

21rpm target increased to 52% and 25% compared to the MFI of the InflA probe/InflA target

combination, at 45 °C and 55 °C, respectively. In conclusion, 1-1 1 evenly distributed

mismatches (preserving multiple contiguous matching stretches of at least 5 nt) have little

reducing effect on hybridization between probe and target, while a 70-mer probe fails to

hybridize efficiently to a target containing 15-16 evenly distributed pms, although the

hybridization can be rescued to a slight degree by reducing the hybridization temperature.

Thus, seven stretches of three nonmatching nucleotides (as in 2 1 gm) destabilize less than 2 1

single pms (as in 21rpm). Further, the distribution of the mismatching nucleotides affects the



hybridization more than the number of mismatches, indicating that the length and number of

perfectly matching stretches are of greatest importance.

Hybridization against the InflA sequence, using a probe with the nucleotide analogue

dinosine at known sites of variation

Depending on how variable the genomic sequence is in a microbe, the probe and target

sequence will have more or less mismatch. Our probes were designed as 70-mers to minimize

the negative effect that mismatching nt have on hybridization. In an attempt to make a probe

with an extended mismatch tolerance, dinosine was introduced into the probe dinosine can

bind to all four normally occurring DNA bases, but binds strongest to Cytidine

To analyse dinosine' s effect on the probe binding capacity in 3M TMAC a set of 70-mer

probes were designed containing 3, 5, 7, 9 or 2 1 dlnosines (Fig. 11A and B). The dlnosines in

the probes were placed in the same positions as the pms in the Influenza targets (Fig. 11C).

Hybridization of the 3, 5, 7 and 9 dinosine probes to the InflA target gave a small reduction of

the MFI signal compared to the MFI of the normal InflA probe

(InflA~3dIno>5dIno>7dIno>9dIno), while the 2 1 dinosine probe bound less efficiently, 49%

(45 °C) and 27% (55 °C), compared to the InflA probe (Fig. 11A and B). The 3M TMAC in

the hybridization buffer will cause an increase of Tm of the A:T base pairs, resulting in

similar Tm as G:C base pair binding. A general experience from the use of dinosine is that the

MFI tended to decrease when it was introduced. This is an indication that the binding strength

of dinosine base pairs was not enhanced by TMAC as much as it enhanced A:T base pairs,

and is in line with the smaller binding contribution of dlnosine-containing pairs compared to

canonical base pairs. Obviously, dinosine matches cause less destabilization than mismatches,

and allows probe/target combinations with many short matching stretches, like 2 1 rpm, to

hybridize. The dinosine thus bridges adjacent matching stretches, increasing their likelihood

to nucleate.

Introducing dlnosines in the probe at sites of variation rescues the hybridization of targets

containing mismatches covered by dlnosines

Further, the dlnosine-containing probes were also analysed against the targets with different

amount of pm (Fig.l 1A and B, 45°C and 55°C, respectively). The probes containing 3-9

dinosine gave rise to a small reduction of MFI compared to the normal InflA probe, but each

dinosine probe kept its own level of MFI with targets having up to the same amount of pm as

the number of matching dlnosines, plus 2 mismatches not covered by dlnosines. Introduction



of additional mismatching nt, not covered by the dlnosine interaction, reduced the level of

MFI to a similar extent as seen when hybridizing the InflA probe to targets with increasing

amount of pm. Interestingly, the 3-9 dlnosine probes and the InflA probe, were equally

efficient against the 9, 11 and 12 pm targets. When the targets had more than 12 pm the 3-9

dlnosine probes worked better than the InflA probe; 9dIno>7dIno>5dIno>3dIno> InflA. The

7 and 9 dlnosine probe gave rise to 1,5-1,8 times (45°C) and 4.1-7.5 times (55°C) higher MFI

than the normal InflA probe during hybridization to targets with 15pm and 16 pm, although

with a much lower MFI, 21-32% (45°C) and 5-14% (55°C), compared with the InflA

probe/InflA target.

Importantly, the 2 1 dlnosine probe could rescue the hybridization to the 21rpm target, to

which the InflA probe totally failed to bind (Fig. 11A and B). The signal of 3853 MFI (38%

of InflA probe/InflA target) and 1381 MFI (14% of InflA probe/InflA target), at 45°C and

55°C, respectively, achieved with the 2 1 dlnosine probe against the 21rpm target, is in the

same range as the 2 1dlnosine probe binding to the other pm targets and the InflA target

(calculated mean MFI is 34% of InflA probe/InflA target). Thus, when a probe fails to

hybridize due to a high number of pms in the target molecule, dinosines at these positions can

save the hybridization.

The importance of relatively long uninterrupted matching sites in hybridizationfor the

"nucleation process "

Many viruses harbor synonymous mutations (sm), often meaning that the third base in a

codon can "wobble" without changing the amino acid in the protein. To test the sensitivity of

the 70-mer probe against this type of sms, 70 nt long targets were designed with every third nt

harboring a sm compared to the reading frame of matrix 2 protein in the sequence of H3N2

Influenza A segment 7. Since a large amount of mismatches distributed evenly along the

target was shown to abolish hybridization (Fig. 11A and B), the 33% mutated stretch of

nucleotides (in total 18, 16, and 14 sm) was centrally placed between flanking regions of 9,

1 , and 15 perfectly matching nt at 5' and the 3 end; creating the 33%9F, 33%12F, and

33%15F targets (Fig. 12A-E). Three targets with synonymous mutations starting close to their

3' end (20, 19 and 18 sm) and stretching towards 9, 12 and 15 perfectly matching nt at the 5'

end; 33%9nt, 33%12nt and 33%15nt targets, were also created.

The hybridization was analyzed at 45 °C and 55 °C (Fig. 12A and B, respectively). The InflA

probe was shown to hybridize strongly (MFI 2259 at 45 °C and MFI 957 at 55 °C) to a target



containing a centrally placed region of 14 sms and 5 perfect nt in the 5' and 3' flanks,

33%15F, at both hybridization temperatures, while 18 sm and two flanking regions of 9

perfectly matching nt, 33%9F, abolished hybridization (MFI 85 at 45 °C and MFI 37 at 55 °C)

presumably due to a disturbed nucleation process even at the lower hybridization temperature,

45 °C. At 45 °C the hybridization of InflA to the 33%12F target (MFI 1193), with its two

flanking sequences of 12 nt and 16 sm, was weaker compared to the 33%15F (MFI 2259). At

the more stringent hybridization temperature, 55 °C, the InflA probe and 33%12F target

hybridization is abolished (MFI 103), but interaction with the 33%15F remains (MFI 957).

Interestingly, at the lower hybridization temperature (45 °C) the 33%15nt, having only one

stretch of 15 uninterrupted nt, binds almost as well as the 33%12F, which has two stretches of

12 nt (compare MFI 801 with MFI 1193). However, the 33%12nt hybridized poorly (MFI

215). At 55 °C the 33%15nt could not hybridize at all. In conclusion, if a target has a very

long stretch of sm but also contains a region of at least 15 uninterrupted nt it can be detected

if a less stringent hybridization temperature is used. In addition, in a target with a high amount

of sm and two uninterrupted matching stretches [12 nt (45 °C) or 15 nt (55 °C)], to give an

easily detectible hybridization.

By making targets with perfectly matching sequences in the 5' and 3' end and a central region

of either 26% or 74% randomly distributed mutations, the importance of long nucleation sites

was analyzed more thoroughly. The differences between having a long region regularly

interrupted by mutations (like synonymous mutations) or having shorter sequences (4-6 nt) of

perfect match in between the mutations were as well investigated. As expected, when

hybridizing to InflA probe the 26% mutated targets: 26%5F, 26%7F, 26%9F, and 26%15F,

with 26% random mutations in a region placed in between two flanks of 5, 7, 9 and 15

perfectly matching nt, showed that the shorter the flanking regions of perfect match, the less

the MFI signal. All 26% targets tested were able to hybridize to the InflA probe at 45 °C, but

the 26%5F target failed to bind at 55 °C. Interestingly, 26%5F contains, just like the 33%12F

and the 16pm target, 16 mutations. All failed to bind to the InflA probe at 55 °C (Fig. 11A and

B, Fig. 12A and B), while at 45 °C the targets succeeded. At 45 °C, two regions of 12

uninterrupted nt in the 33%12F gave 100% of the MFI of InflA probe/InflA target

hybridization, while the two very similar targets 26%5F and 16 pm, having several shorter

matching regions of 6, 5, 4 and 3 matching nt, gave 56%, and 12%, respectively. The same

effect, i.e. that a few long regions of perfect match gives better hybridization than several



shorter, were shown with the targets which had 14 pms; the 26%9F, 33%15F and 14pm target

(Figs. 11A and B, and Figs. 2A and B).

These results confirm what was shown with the 21rpm and the 21gm target in Fig. 11A and

B, where redistribution of the 1 pm to create longer nucleation sites rescued the abolished

hybridization to the InflA probe. Conclusively, these experiments together confirm strongly

that the amount of mismatches is less important than the distribution of the mismatching nt,

and that the long perfectly matching sequences probably function as nucleation sites. The long

nucleation sites are necessary to overcome the fact that the target contains a large amount of

evenly spaced mutations.

To test if a long nucleation sequence could cause hybridization to a target with an otherwise

very low percentage of matching nucleotides, targets with approximately 74% mismatch in

the centrally placed region were constructed. Using the InflA probe against the 74%5F,

74%7F, 74%9F, 74%12F and 74%15F targets demonstrated that the 74%15F could hybridize

to the InflA probe both at 45°C and 55°C, while the 74%12F was able to bind at 45°C (MFI

1617) but not at 55°C (MFI 73). The hybridization probably occurred exclusively in the

perfect matching 5' and 3' flanks, since the 40 nt central region of 74%15F only had 9

matching nt randomly spread over it, while 74%12F had 11 matching nts in its central region

of 46 nt. Thus, two regions of 12 perfectly matching nt are enough to give a high degree of

hybridization at 45°C, while two regions of 15 nt are needed at the higher temperature, just as

shown with the 33% sm containing targets. The hybridization of 74%5F, 74%7F, and 74%9F

was totally abolished, which shows that a 70-mer with two flanks of 9 nt has to have help of

the region in between, compare with 26%9F (MFI 777 and 1655, at 55 °C and 45 °C,

respectively), to give a detectible MFI. Targets having 74% mismatch through the whole

oligo and one matching sequence in its 5' end were used to test how short the nucleation site

can be to give hybridization to a 70-mer probe. At 55 °C, 18 nt was enough to give a

hybridization signal, (74%18nt, MFI 941), while 15 nt (74%15nt, MFI 839) was enough at

45 °C.

Inosine-containing probe rescues hybridization to targets with synonymous mutations

The different sm containing targets was tested against a set of probes, including the InflA

probe (described above); one probe with 18 dlnosines matching the sm in 33%9F target,

therefore called 18ino_33%_9F; two probes with 2 1 dlnosines positioned in every third base



leaving either a flank of matching 9 nt in the 5'end or in the 3' end, mo21_33%_9nt5' and

Ino21_33%9nt3'; and one probe with 24 dlnosine in every third base all throughout the whole

70-mer probe, Ino24_33%.

Importantly, a probe with 18 dinosines (18Ino_33%_9F probe) in the central region,

positioned at the sms within 33%9F target, was able to rescue the hybridization of all targets

with more or less sms occurring at dlnosine sites (45°C; Fig. 12A). The 33%9F target was

rescued from no signal at all to an MFI of 1609 and 1031 (45 °C and 55 °C, respectively).

Even the 33%9nt, with its 20 sm and only one region of perfect 9 nt, could be detected (MFI

1589 at 45 C and MFI 339 at 55 °C). The 18Ino probe hybridized less well to the 33%9nt

compared to the 33%9F because the two extra mutations in the 3' end of the 33%9nt target

were not covered by a dlnosine in the 18Ino_33%_9F probe. Thus, the experiment

demonstrates that when there are no suitable nucleation sequences for a dlnosine free probe, a

probe with dinosines at the positions of variation will rescue the hybridization to the same

target.

Introducing dlnosine in every third position throughout the whole probe, 24Ino_33%, caused

a general decrease of MFI compared to the 18Ino_33%_9F probe. At 55 °C the 24Ino_33%

probe did not hybridize to any of the targets. At 45°C the 24Ino_33% gave rise to a weak

hybridization signal of 105-589 MFI. The two 21ino_33% probes worked better than the

24Ino_33% but gave lower signal than the 18ino_33% (compared with binding to InflA

target). Just like shown in Fig. 11A and B, the more dinosines the probe contains the less

efficiently it binds to its target (Fig. 12A and B). At 45°C ino21_33%_9nt5' could rescue

binding to the 33%9F target (MFI 1017) as well as the 33%9nt target( MFI 333), even though

the dinosines did not cover the two sm in the 5'end of the target. The ino21_33%_9nt3' that

did cover the two sm in the 3' of 33%9nt, 33%12nt and 33%15nt targets gave a higher MFI

than the ino21_33%_9nt5 'probe, and this resulted in a rescue of these targets with MFI of

815, 373 and 705, respectively. Importantly, the amount of Inosines can be very high (21

dinosines in a 70 mer probe) and still give rise to MFI signals at the level of a normal probe

hybridizing to a perfectly matching sequence (MFI 1179) at 45°C, as long as there are at least

9 uninterrupted matching nts without dinosines being involved, like for the ino21_33%_9nt5'

probe against the 33%9F target (MFI 1017) or the ino21_33%_9nt3' probe against the

33%9nt target (MFI 815).



To summarize the results when utilizing probes rich in dlnosines, . uninterrupted matching

stretches of at least 9 nt can override the fact that the rest of a target has many random

mutations ii. Introduction of dlnosines in the probe in the mismatching positions can rescue

hybridization when the variation in sequence is distributed over the whole target and causes

many short matching stretches dlnosine does not work as well as the original nucleotides in a

matching stretch, but a probe with dlnosines in the site of variation, even placed as narrowly

as synonymous mutations, will rescue hybridization where normal probes fail.

Hybridization of a dlnosine-containing probe is sensitive to mismatches outside and with

close proximity to the dlnosine position

A probe with many dlnosines can rescue hybridization to a target with many mismatches

when the dlnosine and the mismatch have the same distribution pattern and thereby the

dlnosine masks the mismatch (Fig. 11A and B, and Fig. 12A and B). A test was set up to

analyse how many mismatches outside the rescuing position of Inosine, mmoi (mismatch

outside dlnosine), a probe can tolerate. The names of the targets are based on matching and

mismatching nt against a Norovirus probe, the Inol8 probe, and the InflA probe:

(Matching nt in 5' and 3 compared to Norovirus) Mismatching nt compared to

Norovirus probe_Inol8 probe_InflA probe (Matching nt in 5' and 3' compared to InflA probe)

(Fig. 13C, Table 16A and B).

As shown in Fig. 13A, hybridization utilizing the Inol8 probe shows that a target with

1 mmoi ((0.10) 35_1_17 (9.8)) or even 10 mmoi ((10.10) 26 10 26 (0.8)) in the flanking

sequences outside the region of the synonymous distributed 18 dlnosines had none or little

inhibiting effect on hybridization (MFI 6459 and MFI 3835, resp.). Interestingly, when

redistributing the 10 mmoi evenly within the 18 sm dlnosine region as in the

(0.1 1) 26_10_26 (9.8) target the hybridization caused a total loss of hybridization (MFI 93).

To investigate how sensitive the dlnosines are to neighbouring mismatches the Ino 18-probe

was hybridized against targets having lOmmoi in the flanking regions and increasing amount

of mmoi within the region of 18 sm dlnosine. The introduction of additional 2, 4 or 5 mmoi

gave hybridization signals of 64% (MFI 4283, (10.10)_24_12_28_(0.8)), 27% (MFI 1827,

(10.10)_22_14_30_(0.8)), and 11% (MFI 765, (10. 10)_21_1 5 3 (0.8)), compared to InflA

probe/InflA target (table 17). The result demonstrates that the nucleation capacity of the

dlnosine-containing probe Ino 18 is sensitive to mmoi when mm is positioned next to a

dlnosine.



Comparing the InflA probes and the Inol8 probes sensitivity to mismatch shows that the

InflA probe can even hybridize to the (0.10) 35_1_17 (9.8) target, which have 17 evenly

distributed mismatches in between two perfect flanks of 9 nt resp. 8 nt (MFI 2495), while 7

mmoi totally prohibits the Inol8 probe to bind to the (10.10) 19 17 33 (0.8) target (MFI 51).

The experiment described above was performed at 45°C. In 55°C, shown in Fig. 13B, the

Inol8 probe failed to hybridize already when 2 mmoi was present in the

(10.10) 24 12 28 (0.8) target. Thus, the nucleation capacity of a dlnosine-containing

sequence is severely reduced when a mismatch is neighbouring the dlnosine, and the

destabilising effect of the mismatch next to dlnosine are affecting the probes hybridization

capacity more severely than a mismatches against a dlnosine free region. Conclusively, using

the probe containing 18 dlnosines in a synonymous pattern at a non-stringent temperature

(45°C), an intermediate signal of 27% and a low signal of 11% were achieved with targets

containing 4 mmoi and 5 mmoi , respectively, that are distributed in between the positions of

the dlnosines.

dlnosine-containingprobe is able to rescue mismatching target and still show specificity

The advantage of introducing many dlnosine in a probe designed against a target with large

variation is the ability to rescue hybridization. To further test specificity and cross-

hybridization of the Inol8 and the consensus InflA-probe a set of targets based on a

Norovirus sequence was constructed. Norovirus is a highly variable positive sense RNA virus,

belonging to the Caliciviridae, which causes winter vomiting disease. The Norovirus

sequence chosen (capsid gene of Norwalk-like virus, acc nr AY274264), after Blastn with the

InflA-probe sequence, has a short region of 8nt that is perfectly matching the very end of the

InflA probe and 10 nt dispersed spread matching nt (Fig. 13C). The Norovirus target

(70) 0_36_52 (0.8) was gradually changed toward the resemblance of the Influenza target,

InflA (0.8) 51_0_0 (70), by altering the nt sequence in the central part of the target oligomers.

A similar set of targets was also created where the nine nt in the 5'end were changed into an

InflA sequence and the central region was gradually changed from Norovirus towards

Influenza sequence. Two targets have exactly the same amount of mismatches compared to

the Noro- or the InflA probe but the (10.10) 26 10 26 (0.8) target differs in the distribution of

mismatches compared to the ( 11.0) 26_10_26 (9.8) (see Fig. 13C).



The InflA probe and (0.10) 35 1 17 (9.8) target with its 17 mm compare to the InflA probe

hybridized, although with a reduced capacity (MFI 2495, 37%) (45°C; Fig. 13A and C).

Increasing the amount of mm to 26 mm abolished the signal between the

(0.1 1) 26 10 26 (9.8) target and the InflA probe (MFI 33), while the Norovirus probe, also

with 26 mm, still gave a weak signal (MFI 449, 6,7%) against the (0.1 1) 26_10_26 (9.8)

target. Introduction of dlnosine in the Influenza probe, Inol8, could not rescue the binding to

(0.1 1) 26_10_26 (9.8) (MFI 93, 1%) since even though the dinosines mask 16 mismatches 10

mmoi still remain in between the dinosines. To the other 26 mismatching nt containing target

(10.10) 26 10 26 (0.8), which has nine mismatches placed in the 5' end and one in the 3'end

(10 mmoi) and 16 mm distributed in the central region, compared to the InflA probe, gave a

weak signal of 301 MFI (4,5%) when utilizing the InflA probe. Further, these centrally placed

16 mm are matching the position of dlnosine in the Inol8 probe which caused Inol8 to

hybridize with great affinity (MFI 3835, 57%). The Noro probe having two nucleation sites of

10 nt in the 5' and 3' end flanking the central region of 26 mm in the (10.10) 26_10_26 (0.8)

target gave only a weak hybridization signal of MFI 849 (13%). Thus the crosshybridization

of a foreign dlnosine-containing probe is dependent of the amount of mm, but even more of

the distribution of mmoi here demonstrated with the different distribution of 26 mm causing

either zero or 10 mmoi placed in between the position of the dinosines resulting in either good

hybridization or no hybridization, respectively.

The target (10.10) 22_14_30 (0.8) and the InflA probe without dinosines could not hybridize

since the target contains as many as 30 mismatches in total. Covering 16nt of these

mismatches with dinosines using the Influenza based probe Inol8, gave a significant signal of

1827 MFI (27%). The Inol8 probe gave some but weak signal (MFI 765, 11%) even with a

target with 3 1 mm, (10.10) 2 1 15 3 1 (0.8). The (10.10)_22_14_30_(0.8) target has less mm

against the Noro probe than the InflA probe and still the InflA based Inol 8 probe gives a

higher MFI than the Noro probe, MFI 1827 compared to MFI 897.

The Fig. 13D, shows the origin of the nt not covered by the dinosines when using the Inol 8

probe (MFI values from Fig. 13A and Fig. 13C). The graph demonstrates how many InflA

matching nt outside the dlnosine postions that are needed for hybridization and how many

Norovirus matching nt that could cause a crosshybridization. 16 nt is in common of the two

virus specific targets, InflA and Noro. At least 37-38 InflA matching nt seems to be needed to

get an increase of the MFI signal utilizing the Inol 8 probe, but as shown previously (see



above) the distribution of matching and mismatching nt are of more importance than the

actual number, demonstrated with the two targets (10.10) 26_10_26 (0.8) and

(0.1 1) 26_10_26 (9.8). Both of these targets contain 42 Influenza matching nt outside the

dinosine position but hybridize with very different efficiency. The number of Norovirus-like

nt giving raise to signal with the InflA based Inol8-probe was shown to be 30-31 nt, where of

16 of these are shared with the InflA sequence and thereby still matches the probe and only

14-15nt are mismatching.

Conclusively, here we demonstrate that a target with as many as 30 mm can be efficiently

hybridized to a dlnosine-containing probe, Inol8, as long as the amount of mismatches

neighbouring the dinosine are few.

Example 7 - construction and study of 5'-nitroindole and degenerated probes

Single stranded 70-mer oligonucleotides with a C12 aminolink at the 5' end, with or without

dlnosines / 5' -nitroindole / N wobbles, were obtained from Biomers.net (Ulm, Germany). The

synthetic 5' amine-C12 modified 70-mer probes were coupled to xMAP carboxylated colour-

coded microspheres (Luminex Corp., Austin TX, USA), according to the protocol of Luminex

corp (Austin TX, USA). The probes were hybridized to biotinylated targets as described in

Example 6, and the MFI was measured in a Luminex®200™ flow cytometer (Luminex

corporation, Austin Tx).

Result

The hybridization of a long probe containing dlnosines is comparable with that of a long

degenerated probe with the same number of N wobbles, under lower stringency conditions

The effects of probes with dinosine or wobbles in the same positions were also investigated in

3M TMAC. The presence of a dinosine in a specific position instead of a wobble would

theoretically decrease the degeneration of the probe and subsequently increase the

concentration of the particular probe variant. A probe with 2 1 N wobbles, wobbN_21, at the

same positions as the dlnosines in the Ino21 probe, was tested (Fig 2 1 and Fig. 11C). The

surprising result was that the probe containing N wobbles hybridized very well with the InflA

target (29% of the total MFI, 2220 MFI, Fig. 21) and the 21pm target (29% of the total MFI,

2190 MFI, Fig. 21). This is in the same range as hybridization of the Ino21 probe with the

InflA (26% of the total MFI, 1976 MFI, Fig. 21) and 21pm ( 11% of the total MFI, 794 MFI,



Fig. 21) targets (39% and 37% of the total MFI versus the InflA and the 21pm targets, see Fig

11A). These results also demonstrate that the wobb_N21 probe is not affected to the same

extent as the Ino21 probe by increasing the hybridization temperature from 45 °C to 55 °C

(Fig. 21). The test was repeated by comparing an Inol8 with a wobbN_18 probe (Fig. 22 and

Fig. 12C). At 45 °C, the Inol8 probe hybridized at least as well as the wobbN_18 probe

while, at 55 °C, the wobbN_18 probe hybridized better than the Ino 18 probe. Interestingly, a

probe containing 24 wobbles still hybridized better with all 33%xnt and 33%xF targets (30-

45% of the total MFI at 45 °C; 13-22% of total MFI at 55 °C; Fig 22) compared with Ino24

(6-16% of the total MFI at 45 °C; 1% of the total MFI at 55 °C; Fig 12A and B). Obviously,

the 70mer probes can accommodate multiple degenerate positions and still hybridize because

the majority of probe molecules will contain several long perfectly matching stretches created

by chance.

The hybridization of a long probe containing dlno sines is stronger than that of a long probe

containing the same amount of 5-Nitroindole, at either high or low temperatures

5-Nitroindole is a second-generation universal base nt analogue that was chosen for

comparison with the first-generation dlnosine with respect to hybridization properties in 3M

TMAC. A probe with 18 5-nitroindole residues (5-NitroInd_l 8) was designed; the nt

analogues were distributed to match the pattern of the dlnosines in the Inol 8 probe (Fig.

12C). The probes were allowed to hybridize with the InflA target and the set of targets with

synonymous mutations, 33%_xF and 33%_xnt (Fig 22). At 45 °C, hybridization of 5-

NitroInd_18 with the InflA (44% of the total MFI), 33%_xF (23-37% of the total MFI), and

33%_xnt (4-7% of the total MFI) targets resulted in hybridization signals that were much

lower than those seen with the Inol 8/InflA (73% of the total MFI), Inol8/33%_xF (54-78%

of the total MFI), and Inol8/33%_xnt (47-59% of the total MFI) probes (Fig. 22, 45°C).

Increasing the temperature to 55°C destabilized the 5-NitroInd_l 8 probe even more, resulting

in hybridization of only 1-8% of the total MFI. In conclusion, dlnosine functions much better

than 5-nitroindole as a universal nt analogue, under 3 M TMAC buffer conditions

The effects of the universal base dlnosine were compared with those of N wobbles. Thus, at

the lower temperature, a dlnosine-containing probe hybridized more strongly and, at the

higher temperature, the N wobble probe hybridized more strongly. To understand how the

highly degenerated probes, wobbN_21, wobbN_18 and wobb_N24, hybridized so well, we

calculated the probability of randomly achieving an extension of the matching regions at the



5' and 3' ends of the wobbN_l 8 probe (Table 20). The probability that the closest N wobble

to either the 5' or 3' end would be a perfect match is 0.5. Thus, 50% of the pool of

degenerated probes have a 3nt longer perfect match (12 + 9 or 9 + 12 matching nt at the 5'

and 3' flanking regions) which, according to our results with nondegenerated probe/target

combinations, should lead to rather good hybridization of the wobbN_18. In fact, wobbN_18

hybridization was similar in strength to that of the InflA probe to the 33%12F or 33%15nt

targets. Further, the probability of having several additional 5nt matching regions in the

central region is also high, probably giving rise to many more combinations in the same pool

that matched even better. By restricting the wobbles to 3 (e.g a D or a B) or 2 (e.g. a Y or a T)

nt, the probability of a match becomes even greater. Thus, in a highly degenerated probe with

at least one continuous region of perfectly matching nt, a large part of the pool will extend

this region and contribute to nucleation, zipping and hybridization. The behaviour of the

highly degenerated probes is encouraging and in accordance with the NucZip model, which

predicts that the high likelihood of several matching stretches of 5 nt or longer will result in

significant hybridization.



Example 8 - NucZip

NucZip is performed in two steps. Nucleation is first tried. Candidates for nucleation are then

used for zipping, up- and downstream of the nucleation candidate sequence. Parameter values

were reached by recursive testing against measurements reported in the Ohrmalm et al.,

Nucleic Acids Research, 2010, 1-23. Fig. 23 shows a schematic model over the NucZip

algorithm and Fig. 25 shows a schematic flowchart over the NucZip algorithm.

The score for the 'Zip' portion of the model is obtained from the number of consecutive

matching trimers, tetramers etc, up to pentadecamers, each counted with equal weight, within

a contiguous matching segment. Thus, ZipScore m o dex = ∑ k k=kmax( ∑ 3 n=i5 Sn), where kmax is

the number of uninterrupted matching segments, including the chosen nucleation site, and Sn

is the number of successive segments of length n (varying from 3-15), i.e. the number of full

length trimers, full length tetramers etc. up to full length pentadecamers, which fit into the

matching segment. The same Zip scoring system was performed in two modes, counting

dlnosines either as matching (mode 1) or as mismatching (mode 2). In the second mode,

dlnosines will shorten the length of matching segments, decreasing the score. The final

ZipScore was calculated as a weighted mean of ZipScore m 0 dei and ZipScore m o de2> where the

weighting factor was based on the empirical data presented in the current report (Fig. 2, 3 and

4). Since dlnosine hybridizes more strongly to C than to the other nts, the algorithm adds a

contribution based on the number of dI:C pairs weighted by an InoCfactor. The upstream and

downstream ZipScores were obtained as: ZipScore downstream = ZipScore m o dei -

dlnosinefactor (ZipScore m o dei - ZipScore m o de2) + (dlnoCnr * dlnoCfactor) and ZipScore

upstream = ZipScore m o dei - dlnosinefactor (ZipScore m dei - ZipScore m o de 2 ) + (dlnoCnr *

dlnoCfactor). The ZipScores from up- and downstream zipping were then added; the final

NucZipScore = ZipScore downstream + ZipScore upstream.

FUNCTION NUCLEATION
LPARAMETERS _Probe, _Target
*find longest perfect match. Nucleation requires 6-10 perfectly matching

nt
* containing few inosines.
*test whether it contains inosines
_ntsl=UPPER(ALLTRIM(_Probe) )
_nts2=UPPER (ALLTRIM (_Target) )
_Len=LEN(_ntsl)
_StartlI=0
Start2I=0



_EndlI=0
_End2I=0
_Startl=0
_Start2=0
_Nucl_l=" "
_NuclI_l=" "
_Nuc2_l=" "
_Nuc2I_l=" "
*first look for the two longest matching stretches which may include

inosine
_MismatchListI=" l"+mismatchlistl (_ntsl,_nts2) + " "+ALLTRIM (STR (_LEN ,5 ) )
_Mismatchnr=OCCURS (" ",_MismatchlistI)
_MaxlIlen=0
_MaxlIRun=0
_Max2Ilen=0
_Max2IRun=0
FOR _R=1 TO _MismatchNr-l
_MisMatch=VAL (SUBSTR (_MismatchListI , T (" ",_MismatchlistI ,_R) ))
_NextMisMatch=VAL (SUBSTR (_MismatchListI ,AT (" ",_MismatchlistI,_R+l) ))
_Runl=SUBSTR (_ntsl ,_MisMatch+l ,_nextMisMatch-_MisMatch- 1)
_Run2=SUBSTR (_nts2 ,_MisMatch+l ,_nextMisMatch-_MisMatch- 1)
_Inosinedens= (OCCURS (" ",_Runl )+OCCURS (" ",_Run2 ))/_Len
IF LEN(_Runl)<6 .and. _lnosinedens>0 .2
LOOP

END IF
FOR _S=1 TO LEN (_Runl )
_SRunl=SUBSTR (_Runl ,_S, )
_SRun2 =SUBSTR (_Run2 ,_S, )
♦calculate inosine punishment
_InoPuSum= 0
IF OCCURS ("I" ,_SRunl) >1 .or. OCCURS ("I" ,_SRun2 )>1
*IF OCCURS ("I" ,_Runl) >20
* SUSPEND
*ENDIF
_lposl=0
_Ipos2=0
_IdistPun=0
FOR _P=1 TO Len(_SRunl)
IF SUBSTR (_SRunl ,_P, 1 )= "I " .and. _lposl=0
_IPosl=_P
ENDIF
IF SUBSTR (_SRunl,_P, 1 )="I" .and. _lposl>0 .and. _Iposlo_P
_IPos2=_P
_Idist=_Ipos2 -_Iposl
IF _Idist=l
_IdistPun=4 .
ENDIF
IF _Idist=2
_IdistPun=4
ENDIF
IF _Idist=3
_IdistPun=3
ENDIF
IF _Idist=4
_IdistPun=2
ENDIF
IF _Idist=5
_IdistPun=l .5
ENDIF
IF _Idist>5

IdistPun=l



ENDIF
_IPosl=_IPos2
_Ipos2=0
ENDIF
_InoPuSum=_InoPuSum+_IdistPun
_IdistPun=0
ENDFOR

ELSE
IF OCCURS ("I" ,_SRunl) =1
_InoPuSum=0 .5
ENDIF

ENDIF
IF LEN(_SRunl) -_InoPuSum>_MaxlIlen
_MaxlIlen=LEN (_SRunl )-_InoPuSum
_Maxlrun=STR(_R, 3 )+"_"+STR(_S, )

_StartlI=_Mismatch+_S
_EndlI=_STartlI+LEN(_SRunl) -1
_NuclI_l=_SRunl
_NuclI_2=_SRun2
ENDIF

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
♦calculating next best nucleation site
FOR _R=1 TO _MismatchNr-l
_MisMatch=VAL( SUBSTR (_MismatchListI , T (" ",_Mismat enlist ,_R) ))
_NextMisMatch=VAL( SUBSTR (_MismatchListI ,A (" ",_MismatchlistI ,_R+1) ))
_Runl=SUBSTR (_ntsl ,_MisMatch+l ,_nextMisMatch-_MisMatch- )
_Run2=SUBSTR (_nts2 ,_MisMatch+l ,_nextMisMatch-_MisMatch- 1)
IF LEN(_Runl)<6
LOOP

ENDIF
FOR _S=1 TO LEN (_Runl)
_SRunl= SUBSTR (_Runl ,_S, )
_SRun2= SUBSTR (_Run2 ,_S, )
_SMaxl=VAL (SUBSTR (_Maxlrun, AT ("_" ,_Maxlrun) +1) )
IF VAL (_Maxlrun) =_R .and .(_S>=_SMaxl .and. _S<_EndlI)
LOOP

ENDIF
♦calculate inosine punishment
_InoPuSum=0
IF OCCURS ("I" ,_SRunl) >1 .or. OCCURS ("I" ,_SRun2 )>1
*IF OCCURS ("I" ,_Runl) >20
* SUSPEND
*ENDIF
_lposl=0
_Ipos2=0
_IdistPun=0
FOR _P=1 TO Len(_SRunl)
IF SUBSTR (_SRunl,_P, 1 )=" " .and. _lposl=0
_IPosl=_P
ENDIF
IF SUBSTR (_SRunl, _P, 1 )= "I " .and. _lposl>0 .and. _Iposlo_P
_IPos2=_P
_Idist=_Ipos2 -_Iposl
IF _Idist=l
_IdistPun=4 .5
ENDIF
IF _Idist=2
_IdistPun=4
ENDIF
IF Idist=3



_IdistPun=3
ENDIF
IF _Idist=4
_IdistPun=2

ENDIF
IF _Idist=5
_IdistPun=l .5
ENDIF
IF _Idist>5
_IdistPun=l
ENDIF
_IPosl=_IPos2
_Ipos2=0
ENDIF
_InoPuSum=_InoPuSum+_IdistPun
_IdistPun=0
ENDFOR

ELSE
IF OCCURS ("I" ,_SRunl) =1
_InoPuSum=0 .5
ENDIF

ENDIF
IF LEN(_SRunl) -_InoPuSum>_Max2Ilen
_Max2Ilen=LEN (_SRunl) -_InoPuSum
_Max2run=STR(_R, 3 )+"_"+STR(_S, 1 )

_Start2I=_Mismatch+_S
_End2I=_STart2I+LEN(_SRunl) -1
_Nuc2I_l=_SRunl
_Nuc2I_2=_SRun2
ENDIF

ENDFOR
ENDFOR
♦return a list of two possible nucleation sites, and a binding strength

value
RETURN ;
"!"+STR(_StartlI, 3 )+ " !"+STR (_EndlI ,3)+"!"+ST (_MaxlIlen, 6,3) + " !"+;
_NuclI_l+" !"+STR(_Start2I, 3 )+ " !"+STR (_End2I ,3)+"!"+STR (_Max2Ilen, 6,3)+;
"!"+_Nuc2I_l+" !"

ENDFUNC

FUNCTION nuczip
LPARAMETERS _Target , _Probe, _Linf actor, _Expf actor, _Inosinef actor ,;
_InoCf actor

_Mers=" tri tetra penta hexa hepta okta nona deka undeka dodeka trideka ;
tetradeka pentadeka "

_cProbe=complement (j>robe)
_Nuc=nucleation (_target ,_cprobe)
_NuclpointS=VAL (SUBSTR (_Nuc , ("!",_Nuc ,3)+1))
_Nuc2pointS=VAL (SUBSTR (_Nuc ,AT ("!",_Nuc ,7)+1))
IF _Nuclpoints>_Nuc2points
_Nucpoints=_Nuclpoints
ELSE
_Nucpoints=_Nuc2points
ENDIF
IF _Nucpoints<5
RETURN 0

ENDIF
SELECT 1
GOTO top



_Out=stretchcount (_target, _j?robe)

_OutM= ","+SUBSTR (_Out ,1, ("_" ,_Out )-1)
_Out 1= ","+SUBSTR (_Out ,AT ("_" ,_Out )+1)
_trim=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, A (",",_OutM, 1 )+1) )
_tetraM=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (" ,",_OutM, 2 )+1) )

entaM=VA (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (", ",_OutM, 3)+1))
_hexaM=VAL( SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (", ",_OutM, )+1))
_heptaM=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (", ",_OutM, 5 )+1) )
_oktaM=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutM,AT(", ",_OutM, 6)+1) )
_nonaM=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutM,AT(", ",_OutM, 7)+1) )
_dekaM=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (",",_OutM, 8 )+1) )
_undekaM= VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (",",_OutM, )+1) )
_dodekaM= VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (",",_OutM, 10) +1) )
_tridekaM=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (",",_OutM, 11) +1) )
_tetradekaM=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (",",_OutM, 12) +1) )
_pentadekaM=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutM, AT (",",_OutM, 13) +1) )
_triI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI ,1 )+1) )
_tetraI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI, 2 )+1) )
_pentaI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI ,3)+1) )
_hexaI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI , )+1))
_heptaI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI , )+1))
_oktaI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI , )+1))
_nonaI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(" ",_OutI, )+1) )
_dekaI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI ,8)+1))
_undekaI=VAL(SUBSTR(_OutI,AT(", ",_OutI, 9 )+1) )
_dodekaI=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutI, AT (",",_OutI, 10) +1) )
_tridekaI=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutI, A (",",_OutI, 11) +1) )
_te radeka I=VAL (SUBSTR (_Out I,AT (",",_Out ,12 )+1) )
_pentadekaI=VAL (SUBSTR (_OutI ,A (",",_OutI ,13 )+1))
_PointsM=0
_PointsI=0
FOR _P=1 TO 13
_Mer=SUBSTR (_Mers ,AT (" ",_ ers,_P) +1)
_Mer=SUBSTR (_Mer ,1,A (" ",_Mer) -1)

_ erI="_" +_Mer+ " "
_Me rM= "_ "+_Me r+"M"
_Length=_P+2
_PointsM=_PointsM+ ( &_ erM * _Length * _Linf actor) **_Expf actor
_PointsI=_PointsI+ ( &_MerI * _Length * _Linf actor) **_Expf actor

END FOR
_InoC=0
IF ATC'I", _Probe)>0
FOR _I=1 TO OCCURS ("I" ,_jprobe)

IF SUBSTR (_Target, AT ("I" ,_probe,_I) ,1)="C"
_InoC=_InoC+l

ENDIF
END FOR

ENDIF
IF ATC'I", _Target)>0
FOR _I=1 TO OCCURS ("I" ,_Target)
IF SUBSTR (_Probe, AT ("I" ,_Target,_I) ,1)="C"
_InoC=_InoC+l

ENDIF
END FOR

ENDIF
_Points=_PointsM- ((_PointsM-_PointsI) *_Inosinef actor) +_InoC*_InoCf actor
RETURN _Points

ENDFUNC
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Tables

Table 1

Table 2
MFI

Target
Probe MecA Feacalis Faecium Epidermidis Nuc

Nuc S. aureus 79 69 93 8 1 1135
S. epidermidis 67 65 9 1 625 75

MecA 993 73 59 73 69
E. faecalis 47 1903 7 1 47 59
E. faecium 55 75 301 1 73 59

NTC 53 43 55 59 163



Table3



Continuation of Table 3



Table 4

Table 5

Norovirus Genogroup 2 Oligonucleotides
SEQ ID NO: Primer/probe Primer/Probe Sequences (5'-3'(
29 Specific Forward Biotin - AAGATATCGTAAGGATAGATACAAGTACCACTATGATGCI6AITACTCTCGGTGGGA
30 Specific Reverse NH2C12-

TTGGATAAGTGGGATATCAGAGAGCGCACAGAGAGTGAGAAGCCAGTGGGCGATGGAGTTCCATTGGGAGGTGCAGGGC
ACCCCAGA

31 Detection Probe NH2C12 - CCCTCGTTGATTGATATTGTGAAGTCACCCACATCCACCACGCTAGGAGAAAGAAGGTCTTCTGC
32 Generic Forward Biotin - AAGATATCGTAAGGAT
33 Generic Reverse TTGGATAAGTGGGATA
34 Synthetic Target AGATACAAGTACCACTATGATGCGGAGTACTCUCGGTGGGAGCAGAAGACCTTCTTUCTCCTAGCGTGGTGGATGTGGGT

GACTUCACAATATCAATC^ACGAGGGTCTGGGGTGCCCTGCACCTCCCAAUGGAACTCCATCGCCCACTGGCTTCTCACTC
TCTGTGCGCTCTCTGA





Table 7
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Table 10A
SBQ ID NO: Proba Sequence 5 '-3' ( 0 nt)

106 InflA AAACGAATGGGGGTGCAGATGCAACGATTCAAGTGACCCGCTTGTTGTTGCCGCGAGTATCATTGGGATC
10 lno3 AAACGAATGGGIGTGCAGATGCAACGATTCAAGTGAICCGCTTGTTGTTGCCGCIAGTATCATTGGGATC
108 Ino5 AAACGAATGGGIGTGCAGATGCAICGATTCAAGTGAICCICTTGTTGTTGCCGCIAGTATCATTGGGATC
109 In 7 AAACGIATGGGIGTGCAGATGCAICGATTCAAGTGAICCICTTGTTITTGCCGCIAGTATCATTGGGATC
110 Ino9 AAACGIATGGGIGTGCAIATGCAICGATTCAAGTGAICCICTIGTTITTGCCGCIAGTATCATTGGGATC
111 21 AAICGIATIGGIGTGCAIATICAICGITTIAAITGAICCICTIGTTITTGCIGCIAGTITCITIGGIATI
112 bbN 1 AANCGNATNGGNGTGCANATNCANCGNTTNAANTGANCCNCTNGTTNTTGCNGCNAGTNTCNTNGGNATN

Table 10B
SEQ ID NO: Target Sequence 5 '-3' (70 nt)

113 InflA GATCCCAATGATACTCGCGGCAACAACAAGCGGGTCACTTGAATCGTTGCATCTGCACCCCCATTCGTTT
111 3pm GATCCCAATGATACTTGCGGCAACAACAAGCGGATCACTTGAATCGTTGCATCTGCACTCCCATTCGTTT
115 5pm GATCCCAATGATACTTGCGGCAACAACAAGAGGATCACTTGAATCGCTGCATCTGCACTCCCATTCGTTT
116 7pm GATCCCAATGATACTTGCGGCAATAACAAGAGGATCACTTGAATCGCTGCATCTGCACTCCCATCCGTTT

9pm GATCCCAATGATACTTGCCGCAATAACGAGAGGATCACTTGAATCGCTGCATTTGCACTCCCATCCGTTT
118 11pm GATCCCAACGATACTTGCGGCAATAACGAGAGGATCACTTGAACCGCTGCATTTGCACTCCCATCCGTTT
119 12apm GATCCCAACGATACTTGCGGCAATAACGAGAGGATCAGTTGAACCGCTGCATTTGCACTCCCATCCGTTT
120 12bp GATTCCAACGATACTTGCGGCAATAACGAGAGGATCACTTGAACCGCTGCATTTGCACTCCCATCCGTTT
121 13pm GATTCCAACGATACTTGCGGCAATAACGAGAGGATCAGTTGAACCGCTGCATTTGCACTCCCATCCGTTT
122 pm GATTCCAACGATACTTGCTGCAATAACGAGAGGATCAGTTGAACCGCTGCATTTGCACTCCCATCCGTTT
123 5pm GATTCCAACGATACTTGCTGCAATAACGAGAGGATCAGTTGAACCGCTGCACTTGCACTCCGATCCGTTT
124 p GATTCCAACGATACTTGCTGCAATAACGAGAGGATCAGTTGAACCGCTGGATTTGCACTCCGATCCGTTT
125 21pm CATTCCTACGACACTIGCTGCAATAACGAGAGGATCAGTTAAACCGCTGGATTTGCACTCCGAICCGCTT
126 21gm GATTGGAATGATAGATGCGGCAATGTCAAGCGGACGACTTGAACGGTTGCATTCACACCCCCTACCGTTT





Table 12A
SEQ ID HO: Probe Sequence 5 '-3' (70 nt)
127 nflA AAACGAATGGGGGTGCAGATGCAACGATTCAAGTGACCCGCTTGTTGTTGCCGCGAGTATCATTGGGATC
128 n AAACGAATGIGG1TGIAGITGIAAIGAITCIAGIGAICCICTIGTIGT1GCIGCIAGIATIATTGGGATC
129 Ino21 9nt5' AAACGAATGIGGITGIAGITGIAAIGAITCIAGIGAICCICTIGTIGTIGCIGCIAGIATIATIGGIATI
130 Ιηο 2 9nt3' IAAIGAITGIGGITGIAGITGIAAIGAITCIAGIGAICCICTIGTIGTIGCIGCIAGIATIATTGGGATC
131 Ino24 lAAIGAITGiGGITGIAGITGIAAIGAITCIAGIGAlCCICTIGTIGTIGCIGCIAGIATIATIGGIATI
132 5_nitroind_18 AAACGAATGSGG5TGSAG5TG5AA5GA5TCSAG5GA5CCSCT5GTbGT5GC5GC5AG5AT5ATTGGGATC
133 wobbN 16 AAACGAATGNGGNTGNAGNTGNAANGANTCNAGNGANCCNCTNGTNGTNGCNGCNAGNATNATTGGGATC
134 wobbN 2 NAANGANTGNGGNTGNAGNTGNAANGANTCNAGNGANCCNCTNGTNGTNGCNGCNAGNATNATNGGNATN

Table 12B
S ID NO: Target Sequence 5 '-3' (70 nt)

135 InflA GATCCCAATGATACTCGCGGCAACAACAAGCGGGTCACTTGAATCGTTGCATCTGCACCCCCATTCGTTT
136 26%5F GATCCTAATAATACTGGAGGGTACAACTAGCGTGACACTTGTATCGTAGCAACTTCACTCCCGTACGTTT
137 26%7F GATCCCAGTAATACTGGAGGGTACAACTAGCGTGACACTTGTATCGTAGCAACTTCACTCCCGTTCGTTT
138 26 9F GATCCCAATAATACTGGAGGGTACAACTAGCGTGACACTTGTATCGTAGCAACTTCACTCTCATTCGTTT
139 26%15F GATCCCAATGATACTGGAGGGTACAACTAGCGTGACACTTGTATCGTAGCAACTTCACCCCCATTCGTTT
140 33%9F GATCCCAATAATGCTTGCAGCTACTACGAGAGGATCGCTCGAGTCATTACACCTACATCCTCATTCGTTT
141 33%12F GATCCCAATGATGCTTGCAGCTACTACGAGAGGATCGCTCGAGTCATTACACCTACATCCCCATTCGTTT
142 33%15F GATCCCAATGATACTTGCAGCTACTACGAGAGGATCGCTCGAGTCATTACACCTACACCCCCATTCGTTT
143 33 9nt GATCCCAATAATGCTTGCAGCTACTACGAGAGGATCGCTCGAGTCATTACACCTACATCCTCACTCATTT
144 33%12nt GATCCCAATGATGCTTGCAGCTACTACGAGAGGATCGCTCGAGTCATTACACCTACATCCTCACTCATTT
145 33 1 nt GATCCCAATGATACTTGCAGCTACTACGAGAGGATCGCTCGAGTCATTACACCTACATCCTCACTCATTT
146 74 5F GATCCTAGTATCGCAGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCGGACGTTT
147 74 7F GATCCCAGTATCGCAGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCGTTCGTTT
148 74 9F GATCCCAATATCGCAGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCATTCGTTT
149 74%12F GATCCCAATGATGCAGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTCCCCATTCGTTT
150 74%15F GATCCCAATGATACTGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCACCCCCATTCGTTT
151 74%9nt GATCCCAATATCGCAGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCAACGGTCA
152 ' 12nt GATCCCMTGATGCAGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCAACGGTCA
153 74%15nt GATCCCAATGATACTGACTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCAACGGTCA
154 74%18nt GATCCCAATGATACTCGCTTCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCAACGGTCA
155 74%22nt GATCCCAATGATACTCGCGGCACGTTTACTGTGCTTCTAAGCGGACGTTGGTGCTCGTTCTCAACGGTCA
156 12nt_free GATCCCAATGAT
157 15nt ee GATCCCAATGATACT
158 18nt_free GATCCCAATGATACTCGC
159 22nt free GATCCCAATGATACTCGCGGCA
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CLAIMS

1. A method for designing the nucleotide sequence of a polynucleotide primer/probe capable

of specific and mismatch-tolerant hybridization to a group of target polynucleotides,

comprising identifying a nucleation site of 6-9 nucleotides where all or substantially all of the

target polynucleotides have identical sequences and building a nucleotide sequence by

- positioning nucleotides A, C, T and G in positions within the nucleation site so as to

form a sequence complementary to all or substantially all of the target

polynucleotides;

- positioning nucleotides A, C, T and G in positions outside the nucleation site where all

or substantially all target polynucleotides have the same nucleotide;

- positioning N Universal Base Analogues (UBAs) at sites of sequence variations

between the target polynucleotides, wherein N is an integer between 0 and 1/3 of the

length of the primer/probe, so that there are no more than N/3 mismatches between

said primer/probe and said target in positions next to a position of an UBA.

- positioning M degenerate nucleotide positions at sites of variation between target

polynucleotides in a way that maximizes the likelihood of, and number of, perfectly

matching stretches longer than four nucleotides, wherein M is an integer between 0

and 1/3 of the length of the primer/probe;

thereby obtaining a continuous polynucleotide primer/probe sequence.

2 . Computer program product comprising instructions to perform the method of claim 1.

3 . Polynucleotide molecule having a sequence obtainable with the method of claim 1.

4 . A polynucleotide primer/probe capable of specific and mismatch-tolerant hybridization to a

target polynucleotide, wherein said primer/probe comprises

- at least one nucleation site of 6-9 nucleotides being complementary to a site in the

target polynucleotide and

- N Universal Base Analogues (UBAs) at positions of sequence variations between the

target and the primer/probe, wherein N is an integer between 0 and 1/3 of the length of

the primer/probe;



- M degenerate positions positioned to create a high likelihood of random creation of at

least one contiguous complementary stretch of more than four nucleotides, wherein M

is an integer between 0 and 1/3 of the length of the primer/probe;

5 . Polynucleotide primer/probe comprising one part capable of specific and mismatch-tolerant

hybridization to a target polynucleotide and one part comprising a generic forward primer

sequence, said generic forward primer sequence not being present in, or complementary to,

said target polynucleotide.

6 . Polynucleotide according to any of claims 3-6, wherein said polynucleotide is bound to a

solid phase, such as a magnetic bead.

7 . Method for detecting a target nucleic acid molecule in a sample, comprising the steps

- bringing said sample in contact with a polynucleotide according to any of claims 5-6, a

target specific mismatch tolerant reverse primer and a second forward primer capable

of hybridizing to said generic primer sequence, a RNA reverse transcriptase or a DNA

polymerase, nucleotides and optionally other amplification additives;

- optionally, enrichment of target nucleic acid molecule bound to a polynucleotide

according to any of claims 5-6 which is bound to a solid phase, such as a magnetic

bead, and subsequently separated from other sample nucleic acids by displacement of

the solid phase on which subsequent detection steps take place;

- optionally, increasing the specificity of detection by spatial restriction of the binding

of target specific and generic primers, described in the following points, by initiating

the first round of amplification on the solid phase;

- initiating a first forward replication round primed by the complex formed by the target

nucleic acid molecule and the specific and mismatch-tolerant part of the primer/probe,

thereby forming a first replicated nucleic acid molecule;

- initiating a first reverse replication round primed by the complex formed by the first

replicated nucleic acid molecule and the target specific reverse primer, thereby

forming a second replicated nucleic acid molecule;

- initiating a second forward replication round primed by the complex formed by the

second replicated nucleic acid molecule and the second forward primer;

- amplifying said replicated nucleic acid molecules forming amplimers;



- detecting said amplimers.

8. Method according to claim 7, wherein said target specific mismatch tolerant reverse primer

further comprises a generic reverse primer sequence and said amplification forming

amplimers is performed with a primer comprising a sequence complementary to said generic

reverse primer sequence.

9 . Method according to claim 7 or 8, wherein said forward and/or reverse primers are labelled

with an analytic tag or an affinity label.

10. Method according to any of claims 7-9, wherein the detection of the amplimers is

performed by contacting the amplimers with a target specific mismatch tolerant

polynucleotide probe bound to a capture agent, allowing said probe to hybridize to the

amplimers, separating the probe/amplimer-complex and detecting said complex.

11. Method according to claim 10, wherein the capture-agent is a colour-coded microsphere.

12. Method according to claim 10 or 11, wherein said forward and/or reverse primers are

labelled with an affinity label, such as biotin, and further comprising contacting the amplimers

with an affinity label binding partner, such as streptavidin, wherein said affinity label binding

partner is labelled with an analytic tag, such as phycoerythrin.

13. Method for detecting a target nucleic acid molecule in a sample, comprising bringing said

sample in contact with

- a molecular construct ("nanodevice") comprising a first and a second polynucleotide

primer/probe joined, optionally through a linker, at their 5'ends wherein said first

polynucleotide primer/probe comprises a first generic primer sequence and a first

target specific primer sequence, and said second polynucleotide primer/probe

comprise a second generic primer sequence and a second target complement specific

primer sequence; and



- a R A reverse transcriptase or a DNA polymerase, nucleotides and optionally other

amplification additives;

in a suitable buffer solution; said method further comprising the steps

-initiating a first replication round primed by the complex formed by the target nucleic

acid molecule and the target specific primer sequence part of the first polynucleotide

primer/probe, thereby forming a first replicated nucleic acid molecule;

-initiating a second replication round primed by the complex formed by the first

replicated nucleic acid molecule and the target complement specific primer sequence

part of the second polynucleotide primer/probe, thereby forming a second replicated

nucleic acid molecule;

-adding a third generic primer molecule with the same sequence the first generic primer

sequence, and a fourth generic primer molecule with the same sequence as the second

generic primer sequence;

-amplifying said replicated nucleic acid molecules forming amplimers;

-detecting said amplimers.

14. Method according to claim 13, wherein said first target specific primer sequence in said

first polynucleotide primer/probe and/or said second target complement specific primer

sequence in said second polynucleotide primer/probe is mismatch tolerant, such as a

polynucleotide primer/probe according to claim 3 or 4 .

15. Method according to claim 13 or 14, further comprising cleaving, by enzymatic, chemical

or physical means, the first replicated nucleic acid molecule from the second replicated

nucleic acid molecule before amplifying said replicated nucleic acid molecules.

16. Method according to any of claim 13-15, wherein said molecular construct further

comprises said linker comprising a first and a second site susceptible to enzymatic, chemical

or physical cleavage, said sites flanking an affinity label, such as biotin.



17. Method according to claim 16, further comprising contacting the molecular construct with

at least one cleaving compound and allowing said cleaving compound to cleave the molecular

construct at the sites susceptible to cleavage, and removing the part of the molecular construct

comprising said affinity label, e.g. with a magnetic bead having bound to it a moiety with

affinity for said affinity label, wherein said cleavage is performed after the second

amplification round and before amplifying said replicated nucleic acid molecules.

18. Method according to any of claims 13-17, wherein said third and/or fourth primer

molecules are labelled with an affinity label.

19. Method according to claim 18, wherein the detection of the amplimers is performed by

contacting the amplimers with a target specific mismatch tolerant polynucleotide probe bound

to a capture agent, allowing said probe to hybridize to the amplimers, separating the

probe/amplimer-complex and detecting said complex.

20. Method according to claim 19, wherein the capture-agent is a colour-coded microsphere.

21. Method according to claim 18- 20, wherein said forward and/or reverse primers are

labelled with an affinity label, such as biotin, and further comprising contacting the amplimers

with an affinity label binding partner, such as streptavidin, wherein said affinity label binding

partner is labelled with an analytic tag, such as phycoerythrin.

22. Molecular construct comprising a first and a second polynucleotide primer/probe joined,

optionally through a linker, at their 5'ends wherein said first polynucleotide primer/probe

comprises a first generic primer sequence and a first target specific primer sequence, and said

second polynucleotide primer/probe comprise a second generic primer sequence and a second

target complement specific primer sequence.



23. Molecular construct according to claim 22, wherein said linker comprises a first and a

second site susceptible to enzymatic, chemical or physical cleavage, said sites flanking an

affinity label, such as biotin.

24. A method for predicting mismatch-tolerance of a probe nucleic acid molecule, optionally

comprising at least one UBA, when hybridising to a target nucleic acid molecule, comprising

the steps

a) aligning the probe and target sequences;

b) localizing possible nucleation sites by assigning a nucleation score for each

stretch of nucleotides in the probe, said nucleation score equalling the number of

continuous base pairs perfectly matching between the probe and target sequence;

c) assigning a first zip score to the sequence downstream from a first nucleation

site, said first zip score equalling the number of consecutive matching 3-15-mers;

d) assigning a second zip score to the sequence downstream from the first

nucleation site, said second zip score equalling the number of consecutive

perfectly matching 3-15-mers;

e) repeating steps c) and d) for the sequence upstream from the first nucleation site;

f) assigning a total zip score to the nucleation site, said total zip score being a

weighted mean of said first and second zip scores for said upstream and

downstream sequences;

g) assigning a combined nucleation and zip score to the nucleation site;

h) optionally repeating steps c)-f) for other nucleation sites in the probe sequence.

25. Computer program product comprising instructions to perform the method of claim 24.
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because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

| | Claims Nos.: 3-4
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

Present claim 3 relates to a polynucleotide by reference to a desirable characteristic
or property, namely that it can be

.../.. .

3. Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

I I As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

[ As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees.

I I As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers

only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is

restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable,
the payment of a protest fee.

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable
protest fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.
No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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Box I .2

obtainable by the method in claim .
The claims cover all polynucleotides whereas the application provides support within
the meaning of Article 6 PCT and or disclosure within the meaning of Article 5 PCT
for only a very limited number of such polynucleotides. In the present case, the
claims so lack support, and the application so lacks disclosure, that a meaningful
search over the whole of the claimed scope is impossible. Independent of the above
reasoning, the claims also lack clarity (Article 6 PCT). An attempt is made to define
the polynucleotide Again, this lack of clarity in the present case is such as to render
a meaningful search over the whole of the claimed scope impossible.

Consequently, the search has been carried out for those parts of the claims which
appear to be clear, supported and disclosed, namely those parts relating to the
probes relating to InfIA ,such as Ιηο3 , Ιηο5 , Ιηο7 , Ιηο9, lno 8 and /primer/probes
according to claim 4 .

Moreover, present claim 4 relates to primer/probe having M degenerate positions
positioned to "create a high likelihood of at least one contigous complementary
stretch of more than four nucleotides". This wording seems to express a desirable
characteristic rendering the claim unclear. The search has been carried out for this
claim but only so far as covering specific and mismatch tolerant primer/probe
comprising a nucleation site of 6-9 nucleotides being complementary to the target
sequence and optionally at least one up to 1/3 of the length of universal base
analogue(s) or degenerate position(s).

Thence it follows that a reasoned statement under Rule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to
novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability only can be established for those
parts which have been searched.
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